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Abstract 
Porous bioactive scaffolds are key components in several tissue engineering 

strategies. For their effective implementation, it is necessary bioactive scaffolds 
are capable to accurately deliver potent biological signals to control and guide 
the morphogenic and tissuegenic processes.  

This thesis describes the development of a novel bottom–up approach to 
design, engineer and fabricate modular scaffolds with a precise morphological 
structure and potentially capable of a controlled presentation over time and 
space of biological factors. 

Initially, an in silico study supported by the scientific literature was done to 
design modules (structural layers and drug delivery systems) features. 
Simultaneously, the same study focused on the selection of the better suited 
materials and manufacturing techniques to use during the fabrication stage. 

Secondly, layers with a 0°/45°/90° filaments orientation and different 
thickness and/or features (related to the function to fulfil) were fabricated using 
a magnetic embossing process; contextually, truncated round-shaped drug 
delivery systems were manufactured using a combination of soft lithography 
and drug loaded microparticles sintering methods.  

Finally, modules integration was described and scaffold assembled using a 
solution-based assembly process. 

The results show that modules architecture strongly resembles the designed 
virtual models and present a superficial topography in the submicron-scale. 
Drug loaded microparticles could be successfully sintered and sealed inside 
microfabricated shells as shown by microscopy observations.  

Scaffolds tomographic models present a satisfactory correspondence with 
virtual models. Compression tests show elastic moduli values of ≈30 MPa and 
an effective bonding between layers which could ensure scaffolds integrity for 
in vitro and in vivo tests. In silico and real porosities values are equal to ≈57%. In 
vitro biocompatibility tests on scaffolds demonstrate good endothelial cells 
adhesion (≈58% at 6h) and proliferation up to 7 days. Confocal microscopy 
shows cells successfully adhered and stretched on scaffold layers surfaces. 

Finally, a tomographic model has proved the effective integration of 
structural layers and drug delivery systems demonstrating the fabrication of a 
predesigned scaffold with vascular endothelial growth factor loaded drug 
delivery systems integrated in the scaffold centre. 

In conclusion, this thesis demonstrates the feasibility to fabricate modular 
scaffolds which could potentially demonstrate enhanced control strategies to 
support the presentation of biomacromolecular factors at the right time, with 
the right dose, and for the right time frame. 
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Chapter 1: introduction to tissue engineering and 
multifunctional scaffolds 

The human body is a multicellular organism whose cells and extracellular 
matrix organize to build complex tissues and organs. However, several 
unplanned events, such as e.g. traumas and dysfunction, or diseases (for 
instance caused by congenital defects) can compromise the correct functioning 
of the human body; albeit tissue and organs can self-repair small defects, in 
several worst-case scenarios chronic defects are hardly self-regenerated and 
require external interventions. 

The main strategies adopted in the past years to restore tissues and/or organ 
functions were tissue grafting and organ transplantation procedures. Although 
major technical limitations have been overcome during time and several organ 
transplants are nowadays routine procedures, shortage of organs1 and possible 
post-surgery complications2 have suggested scientists and experts to investigate 
alternative strategies. 

Tissue engineering (TE) among the others, has gained a greater consideration 
over years because it has effective improved patients’ quality of life, even 
though TE methodologies have been implemented and diffused only since the 
early 90’s3,4. TE was defined in 1993 by its inventors as “an interdisciplinary field 
that applies the principles of engineering and life sciences toward the 
development of biological substitutes that restore, maintain, or improve tissue 
function or a whole organ”5.  

Since its start, TE has relied on three key factors, namely cells, bioactive 
molecules and scaffolds, which work together to fulfil TE goals. Hereinafter it 
will be introduced the main properties of such pivotal factors. 

The principal function of cells is to synthesize matrices of new tissue for 
replacing damaged ones; autologous (patient's own) cells would be the best 
ones for TE experiments, but they are always not enough for clinical treatment, 
especially when a patient is aged or has severely been diseased. For this reason, 
there have been experimented new solutions as, for instance, stem cells-based 
therapies6. 

Bioactive molecules, such as growth factors, are molecular cues which direct 
a variety of cellular processes important for tissues regeneration7; as an 
example, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and basic fibroblast growth 
factor (bFGF) alone can induce bone and vascular tissue regeneration, 
respectively, ideally without the assistance of scaffolds or seeded cells6. 

Unluckily, in a typical scenario isolated cells are hardly capable of organizing 
spontaneously to form complex large-sized tissues and organs in the absence of 
three-dimensional supporting structures (the scaffolds) which must mimic the 
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extracellular matrix (ECM) functions. These must help cells to recreate the 
natural complex structures of a specific tissue promoting cells adhesion, growth 
(under appropriate culture condition) and differentiation.6,8. 

Typical strategies in TE are in vitro, in vivo, or in situ ones. 
In particular9,10, as also schematically illustrated in figure 1.1: 
• In vitro TE: specific cell types are isolated and expanded to be later 

seeded in a bio-instructive scaffold and cultured in a static (incubator) or 
dynamic (bioreactor) environment to obtain an engineered tissue. 
Finally, this is transplanted into the patient; 

• In vivo TE: scaffolds are implanted usually with cells and an animal is 
used as an incubator to grow the tissue or the organ before being re-
implanted in the same or another patient; 

• In situ TE9-11: scaffolds are implanted or injected with or without cells 
into the patient’s (or animal’s) body. The tissue is expected to self-repair 
due to cell migration and cells growing directly in the body’s 
environment, which acts a bioreactor. 

Accordingly, scaffolds are crucial in all the presented strategies. The next 
paragraphs will focus on their key properties for TE applications. 

1.1 Scaffolds properties 
As briefly introduced, scaffolds should meet several requirements to fulfil the 

diverse functions it has to perform. Among these requirements, it is possible to 
provide a general overview of the multiple different ones to consider even 
before the scaffold design phase starts. 
• Morphology and pore structure requirements: features such as controlled 

open pore structure (e.g. dimension and geometry), pore interconnection, 
surface are to volume ratio must be matched to design a structure which 
could mimic as closely as possible the native ECM and its functions12,13. 

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of in vitro, in vivo, and in situ tissue 
engineering. Reused with permission from John Wiley & Sons11. 
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Morphology and pore structure are of great importance for instance for 
tasks such as the efficient nutrient and metabolite transport, vascularization 
and new tissue formation and remodelling, as the next paragraph will 
discuss in greater detail; 

• Mechanical requirements: like morphology and pore structures, mechanical 
properties must be tuned to mimic the natural ECM. These must 
guarantee14,15: 
a. the spaces required for cell ingrowth and matrix production in in vitro 

conditions (cells should ‘feel’ the right mechanical stimuli as in the native 
environment to produce the right type of ECM); 

b. resistance during implant; 
c. resistance to typical applied loads in vivo: mechanical properties should 

closely emulate those of living tissue such that, during the regeneration 
process, the sum of the contributions of the (degrading) scaffold and 
(growing) new tissue are adequate to withstand the imposed loads. 

• Biological requirements: 
a. Biocompatibility, or rather the material capacity to trigger favourable 

reactions of a living organism in specific TE applications. A biocompatible 
scaffold must not be toxic, trigger inflammatory reactions or reject while 
interacting with the host immune system and moreover should promote 
wound healing, reconstruction and tissue integration16; 

b. Compatibility with biological environment: this property considers the 
interaction of a scaffold with the surrounding environment; we could 
briefly extend the concept defining a: 

i. Morphological compatibility: scaffolds must be designed to 
respect organism interfacial dimensions, shape and mass17; tissues 
complexity does not always facilitate the design and fabrication of 
simple scaffold structures. Indeed, Zhu and co-workers showed for 
instance the design and fabrication of complex ECM-like scaffolds 
to be implanted in anisotropic structures for vascular and nerve 
regeneration purposes18; 

ii. Functional compatibility, or rather the evaluation of scaffold actual 
functions compared the expected ones. Several studies to date 
have demonstrated a mismatch in the effective scaffolds 
properties compared to the ideal ones; therefore new approaches 
for scaffolds functional compatibility evaluation are growing up. 
Ghouse and co-workers, for instance, have studied the medial 
femoral condyle mechanical properties in ovines with the aim of 
designing a scaffold whose properties should effectively strictly 
match those of the bone to be replaced19; 
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iii. Biological compatibility: this property considers all the biological 
and chemical aspects which can be detrimental for tissues and the 
scaffold itself; the work of Cortese and Elwany discuss the 
behaviour of bioresorbable vascular scaffolds for cardiac TE after 
implantation in human patients20. It was observed that, although 
these scaffolds are biocompatible devices which have also partially 
replaced conventional metallic stent in the clinical practice, there 
is still a non-negligible risk of failure (e.g. scaffolds thrombosis) for 
longer implantation times which highlight the need of extended 
studies of scaffolds effective biological compatibility for in vivo 
applications21; 

c. Biodegradability: scaffold degradation time must be strictly coordinated 
with that of the new tissue growth. Several are the parameter which are 
considered to evaluate scaffolds degradation kinetics, such as material 
composition (and the presence of cross-linkers), the interaction of the 
scaffold with environment (e.g. pH variations), scaffold structure 
properties, superficial properties, external factors (ultrasound, heat, and 
other environmental stresses) and also scaffolds physical loading 
conditions. Despite today the control of scaffold degradation is only 
indirectly evaluated (before and/or during implantation), active 
methods for controlling scaffold degradation rate are emerging to reach 
the desired degradation goal22; 

• Bioactivation properties: scaffolds should be designed to actively interact 
with the cellular components of the engineered tissues to facilitate and 
regulate their activities. Scaffold bioactivation strategies may encompass 
the use of biological cues such as cell-adhesive ligands to enhance cell 
attachment or physical cues such as topography to influence cell 
morphology and alignment. The scaffold may also serve as a delivery vehicle 
or reservoir for exogenous growth-stimulating signals such as growth 
factors to speed up regeneration12. A deeper analysis of scaffold 
bioactivation properties will be presented in paragraph 3; 

• Processability: scaffold materials should be easily processed implementing 
a reproducible process to achieve the desired morphological and 
dimensional features. These are of great importance when the final shape 
of the regenerated tissue has a critical influence on its activity23,24; 

• Sterilizability: scaffold materials must not degrade as consequence of 
sterilization processes to be performed for clinical applications13,24. 

Therefore, this paragraph has shown how a plethora of properties must be 
considered for the effective design and fabrication of a scaffold. Although all of 
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the properties would deserve a deeper consideration, the following sections will 
concentrate on morphological and bioactivation properties of scaffolds, 
because these will be the core of the in silico study presented in chapter 3. 
1.1.1 Morphology and pore structure features 

As already introduced, scaffolds must emulate the physiological function of 
the original extracellular matrix (ECM) to preserve cells capability to reproduce 
their original differentiated phenotypes. The first step toward this direction is 
to design a scaffold whose morphological and structural features could 
resemble as closely as possible that of the tissue to replace. 

The first parameter to consider for scaffold architectural design is pore size; 
indeed, this feature in in vitro application is related to diameter of cells in 
suspension and their later morphogenesis proliferation and differentiation, 
while in in vivo applications pore dimension influences and cell migration and 
surrounding tissue infiltration25. A typical pore dimension classification in 
scaffolds generally considers nanopores (< 300 nm), micropores (0.3 – 100 μm 
in size) and macropores (> 100 μm in size). These different pore size surfaces 
are able to direct cell behaviour: a typical, but not exhaustive, classification 
reports26: 
• Nanopores: promote cellular attachment by inducing cells to develop focal 

adhesions; 
• Micropores: improve the scaffolds permeability and facilitate cell migration; 
• Macropores: provide space for vascularization, nutrients supply, waste 

removal, and gas diffusion. 
Several publications have appeared in recent years documenting nanopores 

in several tissue components and their importance in directing cell behaviour. 
For instance, as reported by Kaltschmidt and co-workers, collagen Type I fibers 
spatial arrangement in bone presents 30 nm pores; they demonstrated these 
structures can induce naturally osteogenic differentiation of inferior turbinate 
human stem cells (ITSCs). Moreover, the results thus obtained are compatible 
with a osteogenic differentiation in a biomimetic system, as was demonstrated 
seeding the same cells on ceramic silicon dioxide scaffolds with similar features 
(34 nm pores)27. 

However, other studies, such as that of Brennan and co-workers, have 
concluded that also microstructured fibrous ECM-like scaffolds could induce 
stem cells osteogenesis. Specifically, different polymeric scaffolds with a 50 μm 
apparent pore size were fabricated and human bone marrow stem cells were 
cultured up to 21 days. Enhanced collagen and calcium deposition (both 
normalised to DNA content) for the 100 μm fibre spacing scaffolds demonstrate 
an enhanced osteogenic capacity of these fibrous structures which represent an 
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excellent in vitro model for the study of human bone marrow stem cells 
behaviour28. 

Further study of the issue, such as a recent paper by Wang and co-workers, 
seems in contrast with the presented findings. Herein there was indeed 
reported the fabrication and characterization of four different metallic scaffolds 
configurations with pore sizes higher than 400 μm. Although after 4 weeks two 
of the four scaffolds types showed a better bone tissue ingrowth in vivo, 
osteogenic differentiation evaluation after 21 days proved there was no 
significant difference in the alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity among the four 
porous groups which could be considered all potentially suitable for bone 
regeneration29. 

Table 1.1 summarizes several examples of scaffolds with nano-/micro-
/macroporous structures which have demonstrated suitable (or potentially 
suitable) for several TE applications (for instance bone TE, as yet described, 
cardiac30,31 or liver32,33). 

Application Cell type Scaffold 
materials 

Pore 
size 
(μm) 

Porosity 
(%) Notes 

Bone 

ITSCs27 Silicon 
dioxide 0.034 N/A 0.018 μm pores do not lead 

to cells differentiation 

hBMSCs28 PCL 50 N/A Fibre distances tested: 
100/200/300 μm 

hBMSCs29 Ti6Al4V 427-
458 61-66 

Several scaffolds differences 
in mechanical properties 

and in vivo behaviour 

Heart 

Rat H9c2 
myoblasts30 Gelatin 50 76 

H9c2 differentiate 
spontaneously on gelatin 

scaffolds 

Rat MSCs31 
Gelatin 

coated iron 
oxide 

200 N/A 
Gelatin does not change 

pore size and promote cells 
adhesion 

Liver 

hUC-MSCs32 GEVAC 70-100 76 Different scaffolds with 75–
300 and 100–200 μm tested 

Rat MSCs33 C-PLGA 150-
350 94 

Improved cells viability and 
hepatocyte-specific 

functions compared to 2D 
control 

Table 1.1: Pore Sizes and Porosity for different TE applications. Partially reused with permission from 
Elsevier B.V.25and Mary Ann Liebert, Inc34. 
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It must be considered anyway that the presented findings have also indicated 
the potential use for several applications of scaffolds with multiple pore 
dimensions, such as the polymeric ones manufactured by Yeong and Dattola for 
cardiac TE applications35,36 and by Prasopthum for osteochondral TE37. 

Anyway, other parameters such as shape, surface-to-volume ratio, pore wall 
morphology and pore interconnectivity have been demonstrated to directly 
modulate cell behaviour or specific tissue functions.  

Vascularization is a field where the choice of appropriate pore 
interconnection is crucial; for example, Choi and co-workers have indicated that 
to promote the development of invading vasculatures scaffolds should have 200 
μm interconnected pores38; these results agree with Bai and co-workers study 
which has fabricated scaffolds with pore sizes ranging from 300 to 700 μm 
demonstrating that above 400 μm there was no difference in vascularization39. 
However, tissue ingrowth is related also to pore interconnectivity as 
demonstrated by Somo and co-workers40 which have fabricated several 
hydrogels to be used for vascularization evaluations based on variable pores 
interconnectivity. Hydrogels for histological analyses were fabricated with a 
mean pore size of 129 μm and normalized pores connectivity values, which is an 
indication of the interconnectivity values on the mean pore size, of 0.24 and 
0.42. The results show that hydrogels with larger interconnectivity allowed for 
extensive vascularization and formation of blood vessel networks within the 
pores in vivo at both 3 and 6 weeks40. 

Pore shape and pore wall morphologies have proved as another pivotal 
factors in TE scaffolds, such as for instance in cartilage TE. Hollister and co- 
workers have indeed developed several researches works in the field analysing 
how scaffolds design could direct chondrocytes and/or stem cells behaviour. 
The results show that for both cell types the use of spherical shaped pores 
(compared to cubical pores) promote a more robust ECM production by cells; 
these findings were attributed to events such as increased local cell densities 
(chondrocytes) or induction of cellular condensations (stems cells)41,42. Anyway, 
the same authors demonstrate chondrocytes or stem cells need different 
environments for an optimal ECM production; indeed, chondrocytes proved to 
better produce a stable cartilaginous matrix in lower permeable environments, 
such as spherical shaped scaffolds with pores of small interconnection sizes (220 
μm), while bone marrow stromal cells demonstrated an increase in cellular 
differentiation and chondrogenic markers in scaffolds with pores of bigger 
interconnection sizes (380 μm)42. Finally, in a further study, chondrocytes 
seeded scaffolds were analysed also in terms of degradation and mechanical 
properties: two scaffolds with the same pore sizes and surface area, but 
different porosity values, were fabricated and mechanically compressed 
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demonstrating a huge variation in the non-linear elastic properties in a range 
between 1.5 to 4 times. Moreover, these scaffolds demonstrated also a better 
chondrogenic integration with the new growing tissue cartilage after for weeks 
in vitro degradation tests. These results were suggested by a successful 
correspondence between the tangent moduli of the degraded scaffold and 
native tissue and by chondrogenic markers evaluations43. 

The complexity in tuning scaffolds whose features resemble as closely as 
possible the natural ECM have demonstrated to be challenging in several 
scenarios. Therefore, new solutions/technologies are strongly desired to 
support the design and prediction of scaffolds architecture properties and 
mechanical behaviour, respectively. As an example, topology optimization 
paradigms44 has demonstrated a great potential in defining porosity, pore size, 
mechanical properties, geometrical constraints and even their mutual 
relationships 45,46. 
1.1.2 Drug loading and controlled release 

The control of scaffolds architectural, structural and degradation properties 
has proved successful to date for regenerating several critical tissue defects. 
Anyway, the improved control over scaffolds microstructural features has not 
always been followed by positive in vitro and in vivo tissue regeneration results. 
Indeed, tissue growth within the highly interconnected porous network of 
scaffolds resulted far from being optimal and often proved dysfunctional. 
Scientific community found as a common explanation that cells in a pore within 
a 3D matrix would not receive all the microenvironmental cues essential to 
direct and guide the tissuegenesis process. Therefore, scaffolds which have 
showed a passive role in tissue regeneration, or rather a poor interaction with 
the surrounding environment, have been replaced by new multifunctional 
bioactivated scaffolds. These presents biomolecular cues which support 
scaffolds control of the cellular microenvironment inducing both cell–cell and 
cell-material interactions, which are crucial to promote an advantageous 
biological response of the environment47,48. 

A possible strategy to bioactivate scaffolds is represented by loading drugs 
for a specific purpose; anti-inflammatories (fenbufen, ibuprofen and naproxen 
sodium), antibacterials and antimicrobials (gentamicin and tetracycline 
hydrochloride), antibiotics (ciprofloxacin)49 and other small molecules have 
been loaded in scaffolds which have been tested demonstrating as valid 
platforms in TE. Nonetheless, several of such findings proved so promising to 
motivate scaffolds validation in preclinical studies50. 

Albeit the loading of such drugs in scaffolds, it should be pointed out other 
molecules, specifically growth factors (GFs), have extensively studied because 
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these are a component of the ECM. This is the natural network in which cells 
proliferate, differentiate and migrate; these synthesize, assembly and degrade 
ECM components responding to specific signals while ECM controls and guides 
specific cell functions. These are mainly governed by GFs, signalling molecules 
specific for intercellular and cell-ECM signalling involved in ECM dynamic 
properties (e.g. remodelling) through specific surface receptors. GFs activate 
specific pathways controlling cell migration, differentiation and proliferation. 
The presence of soluble GFs guides cellular behaviours and consequently 
governs neo-tissue formation and organization51,52. 

Thus, bioactivated scaffolds with integrated mechanisms of matricellular cue 
exposition and GFs sequestration and delivery, with the aim of mimicking the 
natural ECM, were designed and manufactured7,47,51-54. 

The first one method implemented in TE was the simple interspersion of GFs 
into the scaffold matrix. Despite this approach has been widely used in the 
literature, several issues have limited its application, among which we can 
consider47,51: 

• Enzymatic degradation due to a fast in vivo exposition; 
• Poor spatial and/or temporal control (tissue structures require the 

adjustment of the local concentration of signalling molecules and 
eventually its changing over time); 

• Side-effects caused by GF over expression in time and space. 
Consequently, it has immediately appeared clear the need for alternative 

strategies with the aim to create scaffolds also with advanced delivery features. 
There have been investigated opportunities such as adsorption or layer-by-layer 
assembly of GFs on scaffolds surface, GFs covalent immobilization on scaffolds 
(carbodiimide or natural mussel inspired bioconjunctions for instance) and also 
ECM-inspired binding approaches52,54,55. However, these require an ab initio 
design of bioactivated constructs which consider both scaffold and delivery 
requirements. Specifically, properties such as drug loading efficiency, 
appropriate release kinetics and physical, chemical, and biological activity must 
be achieved and tailored in symbiosis with structural and architectural scaffold 
properties54,56. Unluckily, an optimal symbiosis between scaffold and delivery 
requirements is very difficult to attain. 

Thus, drug delivery systems (DDSs) were designed to provide GFs 
preservation from in vivo degradation and inactivation, to prolong the duration 
of scaffold bioactivation and to design and modulate GFs release at 
preprogrammed rates by regulating platform composition, shape and 
architecture52,54. 
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Several GFs loaded DDSs have been investigated to date; among them, micro 
–  (μPs) and nanoparticles (nPs) are the one that have been extensively 
studied51,52,54,55. The importance of these DDSs in the controlled drug delivery 
field is motivated in the possibility to engineer structures with different physico-
chemical characteristics (e.g. chemical nature, composition, molecular weight, 
hydrophilicity, degradability) and the possibility to use biodegradable polymers 
which, differently from non-degradable systems, do not require further 
manipulation after introduction within the body51,52,54. Several biodegradable 
natural and synthetic polymers have been studied to fabricate GFs – loaded 
particles; among these, polyester copolymers have been demonstrated the 
most versatile ones, because their properties can be easily tailored by varying 
composition, molecular weight and chemical structure (i.e. capped and 
uncapped end-groups). Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) is one of the most 
suited polymers for these applications thanks to tunable in vivo lifetimes (from 
3 weeks a year) and its well-known security for human use51,52,54. 

Scaffolds with interspersed DDSs have represented an interesting strategy of 
bioactivation that is still investigated in TE and have demonstrated interesting 
findings. For example, Richardson and co-workers have designed and fabricated 
and composite scaffold PLGA scaffold bioactivated by vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF) and platelet-derived growth factor-BB (PDGF-BB). VEGF 
was directly interspersed into the scaffold while PDGF-BB were firstly loaded 
inside μPs which were subsequently interspersed. VEGF was positioned 
predominantly adjacent to scaffold pores and was released rapidly (40–60% in 
5 days) while PDGF-BB (loaded in μPs) demonstrated a slower release (40-60% 
in 20 – 25 days). Consequently, this example demonstrated the possibility to 
design and fabricate scaffolds capable of dual GF delivery which could be used 
in applications like vascularization in bone TE where the temporal control of 
VEGF and PDGF-BB can direct the formation of a more mature vasculature as 
compared to the delivery of VEGF or PDGF alone57. 

Similar μPs were used by Akar and co-workers for designing a composite 
gradient scaffold. Specifically, a porous hydrogel was fabricated and 
subsequently bioactivated depositing on a unique surface a composite 
polymeric layer with interspersed PDGF-BB loaded μPs. The aim was to confer 
to this scaffold spatial gradient properties, by varying the degradation rate of 
gradient layer components or dose of PDGF-BB delivered, and to investigate the 
influence of PDGF-BB gradients on vascularized tissue formation within the 
scaffold. The data obtained indicated that a PDGF-BB gradient was effectively 
created and persisted in vivo for over 3 weeks; the best results were obtained 
with a dose of 200 ng of loaded PDGF-BB. Moreover, the gradient scaffold 
allowed a better tissue invasion depth compared to scaffolds where PDGF-BB 
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loaded μPs or free PDGF-BB were respectively homogeneously interspersed58. 
Therefore, a well-tailored spatial presentation of GFs has a significant potential 
for applications in TE where highly vascularized scaffolds capable of persistent 
GFs gradients are requested. 

Despite the significant advancements in tissue guidance and regeneration 
showed by several bioactivated scaffolds, preclinical and clinical studies indicate 
that further research is still required. Indeed, such scaffolds have been designed 
to deliver potent biological signals to control and guide the morphogenic and 
tissuegenic processes. Anyway, to induce the desired cell response, a given 
signal must be presented at the right time, with the right dose, and for the right 
time frame; currently, these systems only sometimes demonstrate optimal 
control strategies in signal presentation47,52,54. In conclusion, novel 
programmable materials with encoded strategies to control the space and time 
presentation of bioactive cues and to control and guide specific events at the 
cellular scale are needed to better mimic the natural ECM dynamic behaviour 
and overcome the actual tissue regeneration limitations. 
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Chapter 2: Scaffolds fabrication techniques 
The possibility to design tailored scaffolds for a specific TE application is also 

related to the choice of suitable manufacturing processes.  
Scaffolds fabrication technologies are mainly expected to provide the 

maximum control over macro- and microstructural features without negatively 
affecting the other properties (for instance, bioactivation requirements). 
Moreover, fabrication methods must guarantee as much as possible scaffolds 
structures to be accurate and reproducible when processing parameters are 
fixed. 

An additional criterion strictly related to manufacturing methods is materials 
choice: indeed, scaffolds properties are dependent on the natural or synthetic 
material chosen and its intrinsic properties. Anyway, each material or 
combination of materials has a different degree of processability and processing 
requirements which in turn influence final scaffolds features23. 

Thus, the appropriate manufacturing process choice is not trivial and it must 
be carefully pondered to achieve scaffolds whose properties could closely 
resemble the designed ones. 

In the first part of this chapter the most used scaffold fabrication techniques, 
ranging from the oldest to the novel ones, will be introduced. Finally, in the 
second part the reasons which have guided the choice for specific fabrication 
technologies for this in silico work will be explained. 
2.1 Traditional processes 

Traditional methods are the established and oldest ones in TE. The most used 
to date have been porogen and thermodynamic based processes59. 

Porogen based methods involves the preparation of solutions containing 
appropriate porogen materials which are later dissolved after consolidation of 
the final scaffold structure. Sodium chloride60 has been the most used granular 
porogen thanks to its high stability during fabrication, a high solubility in water 
and a good granulometric control; despite these advantages, such salts do not 
allow an accurate control of pores geometry. Thus, it has been diffused 
manufacturing techniques which are based on spherical porogens, such as 
paraffin or gelatin61 (biocompatible) microparticles (μPs), which have allowed 
to overcome the previous problem and at the same time improve pore 
interconnection. 

Continuous porogens have been productive alternative solutions. A typical 
example involves the fabrication of immiscible co–continuous blends62,63 
scaffolds whose pores are generated using an appropriate solvent dissolving the 
material used as porogen. Another possible solution is fiber templating64,65; 
typically, aligned fibers are fabricated and subsequently embedded in a 
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structure whose pores are generated dissolving the embedded fibers using a 
non-solvent for the final scaffold structure. The use of continuos porogens 
showed as a valid methodology for manufacturing more biomimetic scaffolds63-

65 (i.e. aligned structures that better match the architecture of several 
anisotropic tissues) and with improved mechanical properties in comparison to 
granulated porogens based scaffolds25,66. 

Gas foaming and phase separation, instead, promote pores generation 
through thermodynamic instabilities. The former involves the high pressure 
solubilization of a non-toxic blowing agent (typically carbon dioxide, nitrogen or 
their mixtures) within a biomaterial solution. The porous structure is generated 
by firstly nucleation and growth of gas bubbles (through a temperature 
increment or pressure reduction) and the subsequent setting of the biomaterial 
structure decreasing system temperature25,66.Gas foaming allows to fabricate 
more biomimetic and bioactive scaffolds compared to porogen - based 
techniques67, anyway with the important drawback of the generation of a not 
negligible amount of closed pores, which are undesired in TE scaffolds66. 

Phase separation architectures, instead, are fabricated from homogeneous 
solutions preparation using low freezing point solvents. Thermodynamic 
instabilities (typically exposure to non-solvents or temperature decreasing) are 
induced to create heterogeneous morphologies characterized by polymer rich 
and polymer-lean phases. Solvent removal from polymer lean phases allows to 
create the interconnected porous scaffold25,66. Phase separation allows an 
improved control on porosity distribution, geometry and interconnection, 
although its widespread use has been limited by the presence of retained toxic 
chemicals, an inaccurate porosity control and limited materials choice68,69. 

Albeit the interesting findings in TE using the discussed methods, these have 
been partially overlooked by the success gained by bottom-up fabrication 
technologies70. These are based on the implementation of prefabricated 
structures (i.e. fiber templates) which are mainly assembled in a layer-by-layer 
fashion, such as scaffold fabricated by sintered μPs layers. The motivation of 
bottom-up approaches implementation is related to the possibility of 
manufacture scaffolds with crescent architectural complexity and with better 
ECM-like properties compared to the yet introduced “top-down” methods. 

Fiber bonding process involves a prefabricated fiber template, which is 
casted in specific polymeric solutions with subsequently solvent extraction71; 
although the fabricated scaffolds have been demonstrated valid in regenerating 
tissues which request structures with an high pore interconnection and a high 
surface to volume ratio, there are no fine porosity control and adequate 
mechanical properties for in vivo implantation66. 
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μPs sintering, instead, is a technology based on the sintering of packed μPs. 
Sintering is promoted by mass transfer processes induced for instance by. 
temperature or appropriate solvents/solvent vapours. The high diffusion of 
these scaffolds has been motivated by the easiness of established emulsion 
fabrication processes72 (nowadays in addition with novel microfluidics, 
lithography and micromolding ones also) for μPs preparation and final scaffolds 
properties such as high-resolution control over spatial organization and the 
possibility to bioactivate scaffolds encapsulating biological factors (for instance 
growth factors)73. Although microscaffolds (μ – scaffolds) - scaffolds fabricated 
by μPs sintering processes - have proved as valid systems in several TE 
applications73,74, some key issues have limited their successful clinical 
translation. Firstly, μ – scaffolds require multiple steps of fabrication, from uPs’ 
preparation up to assembly and sintering. For sure, the possibility to reduce 
scaffolds’ manufacturing time by automated processes will be a great 
enhancement towards clinical implementation. Anyway, the main limitation is 
related to structural considerations; in fact, biological tissues are characterized 
by hierarchical-ordered architectures at both nano- and micrometric size scales, 
that can be replicated only in part by uPs’ random and ordered assembly75. 

Finally, electrospinning has been a widely used manufacturing technique in 
TE because it was one of the few available for nanostructured scaffolds 
fabrication. Electrospinning is based on the deposition (guided by an 
electrostatic force) of nanometric polymer fibers from a syringe nozzle 
(spinneret) on a collector; such scaffolds are of great interest in the field 
because nanometric electrospun structures mimic collagen nanofibers present 
in the ECM76. Several complex electrospun scaffolds have been fabricated for 
different TE fields (bone and vascular for instance) but, although the great 
success, few are the papers in literature that show electrospun scaffolds as in 
vivo models of tissue damage77. The main reason is the poor infiltration of cells 
into these constructs due to too small intra-fiber pore sizes; in this scenario, 
cells behaviour is like that observed in a 2D environment78. As seen in the last 
chapter, cells need instead to infiltrate and proliferate in a tailor–made 3D 
structure, which conventional electrospinning techniques are hardly ever 
capable to emulate. 
2.2 Advanced bottom-up fabrication 

The main conclusions which arise from the analysis of traditional scaffolds 
manufacturing techniques are the intrinsic limitations in fabricating specimens 
whose overall properties can be designed and implemented through user 
control. Specifically, features such as pore size, pore geometry and spatial pores 
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distribution can be hardly controlled in these conventional processes, especially 
“top-down” ones, with high precision79. 

As already introduced, bottom-up TE paradigm has emerged at the beginning 
of the 21st century as a possible solution. Anyway, several disadvantages of 
scaffolds bottom-up approaches have directed researchers’ attention to 
engineer and assembly micro- and nanostructured biologic modules using 
scaffoldless approaches (cells and cell-produced materials)70,80 to create 
complex tissues. This strategy has even raised doubts about the importance and 
necessity of a scaffold70 in modern TE applications. Despite this worthy 
question, researchers are investing resources on both strategies, as for example 
clearly highlighted for bone TE by Kesireddy and Kasper74. The continuous 
developing of such interest seems justified on the one hand by scaffolds 
importance in many TE scenarios while, on the other hand, by the current 
limitations of several scaffoldless approaches in achieving the hierarchy 
necessary for recapitulating tissue structure and function81. 

In this dissertation the focus will be only on scaffold–based bottom–up 
techniques, whose modules are patterned continuous layers. These modular 
methods are usually split in continuous processes and discontinuous processes. 
2.2.1 Continuous processes: Additive Manufacturing 

The increasing power of electronic computation and the fast technical 
progress are the pivotal factors which have supported the TE scientific 
community to design and fabricate biological substitutes whose morphological 
and structural properties could be highly user – controlled. The most famous 
bottom – up technologies which allow to fabricate such scaffolds are generally 
based on the combination of computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided 
manufacturing (CAM) paradigms; thus, the 3D model of the desired scaffold is 
designed using a suited CAD software (or, in case of personalized medicine, 
virtually reconstructed from patients through reverse engineering methods and 
eventually optimized using CAD software) and fabricated adopting technologies 
such as those based on automatic layer–by–layer materials (or rather, 
biomaterials and/or biological matter) deposition or consolidation (namely 
“additive manufacturing”, better known as “3D printing”). 

Several are the improvements these technologies have introduced: 
considering biomaterials only, additive manufacturing (AM) methods, respect 
to traditional techniques, allows e.g. scaffolds fabrication with different porosity 
configurations (from the simplest square to non-uniform ones) and eventually 
with pores of different dimensions according to scaffold topography (e.g. 
geometry of internal pores differs from lateral ones)82; nevertheless, the 
possibility to consider multiple orientation patterns (for instance, non-
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conventional ones such as hexagonal and zigzag) for all the layers allows a high 
control for pore interconnection which directly influences scaffolds mechanical 
and biological properties 82. 

The presented advantages can be effectively deduced analysing the 
promising results achieved (for various TE fields) fabricating several synthetic 
scaffolds using AM; for instance, Van Bael and co-workers have assessed how 
pores shape variations (specifically, aligned layers presenting triangular versus 
rhomboidal pores) induce a better differentiation of human periosteum-derived 
cells towards osteoblasts; among the analysed scaffolds, those presenting 500 
μm triangular shaped pores have shown the best cellular differentiation 
results83. Similar effects were later demonstrated by Di Luca and co-workers 
that observed an important increase in osteogenic markers (mainly the alkaline 
phosphatase activity) after culturing osteogenic stem cells for 28 days in a 1:1 
ratio chondrogenic and osteogenic medium. The tested scaffolds presented 
layers designed with rhomboidal pores of more acute angles (0-15° and 0-30°) 
respect to the classical crisscrossed configuration with square pores84. 
Analogous results were previously shown also by Yilgor and co-workers which 
studied stem cells differentiation on scaffolds presenting triangular shaped 
pores (0°/45° filaments deposition)85. 

Ahn and co-workers have recently fabricated a scaffold with a similar pore 
structure aimed to study cartilage regeneration in vitro. The designed scaffold 
was characterized by internal pore structures having alternating lattices 
(isosceles triangles pores) and columns (300 μm height) to allow human 
chondrocytes to penetrate the scaffold once seeded and to maximize their 
retention. Such scaffolds effectively demonstrated, after bioactivation with RGD 
peptides - using a covalent bonding methodology - to promote adhesion and 
proliferation up to 168 h of human chondrocytes86. 

Finally, scaffolds presenting a lateral porosity were also presented by Holmes 
and co-workers for analysing a potential in vitro bone tissue regrowth and 
simultaneous vascularization. Specifically, several layers (375 μm height) with 
hexagonal pores patterns were deposited and interrupted alternatively by other 
layers with a simpler pattern of aligned filaments (1 or 0.5 mm diameter). The 
basic idea of this design was to generate a more biomimetic network for blood 
vessels development in a typical bone-like scaffold fabricated by AM; a 
hexagonal porosity was designed moreover to ideally enhance a fast and 
efficient perfusion of arterial blood, thanks also to the presence of 
interconnected horizontal and vertical channels which could help capillaries 
formation. Hydrodynamic preliminary measurements demonstrated such 
designed structures may provide efficient and adequate blood and fluid 
transport in and out of the scaffold, similarly to bone native vascular systems. 
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Mechanical compression tests on both scaffolds configurations return a Young 
modulus between 30 and 50 MPa which is in range of recorded failure regimes 
of bone under impact loading. Furthermore, in vitro hMSCs studies showed a 
better osteogenic differentiation in scaffolds with 0.5 mm diameter channels 
while HUVECs showed a better growth in 1 mm diameter scaffolds87. 

The AM TE literature reports processable materials range from the classic 
metals up to composites (the most studied88), which include also e.g. polymer-
based scaffolds integrated with nanomaterials fillers88,89. As yet discussed, 
scaffolds features depend on the class of material and the manufacturing 
technique chosen; consequently, several authors have been devised to evaluate 
processing results of two different materials using the same AM technique90,91 
or two different AM technologies using the same material92. These works have 
as final goal a better understanding of the capabilities of these processes and 
the quality of specimens which could be manufactured.  

Nevertheless, albeit synthetic scaffolds have been the most manufactured so 
far, recently new hybrid approaches, based on scaffold AM techniques 
integrated with bioprinting methods, are interesting the TE community. A 
successful application in this regard was shown by Kang and co – workers. They 
have described the capabilities of a novel AM system named “integrated tissue–
organ printer” (ITOP), as illustrated in figure 2.1(a). This complex platform 
allows the simultaneous fabrication and accurate positioning, for example, of 
synthetic polymeric filaments (PCL loaded with tricalcium phosphate 
nanoparticles) and stem cells–loaded hydrogels, respectively, for a bone TE 
application. The manufactured scaffold was then implanted in a defective 
calvarial site demonstrating to properly promote new bone formation and 
vascularization even in the central defect zone, as can be seen from figure 2.1(b) 
and (c). The same technology has proved effective in the regeneration of ear 
cartilage and skeletal muscle defects93.  

Integrated AM techniques have showed their power also in complex shaped 
regions regeneration, such as osteocartilagenous ones. Mekhileri and co-
workers have developed a custom–made AM technology; this is combination of 
a commercial AM machine (BioScaffolder) with a custom-made device capable 
of handling pre-loaded tissues, as shown in Figure 2.1 (d). These, in the form of 
spheroids (1 mm diameter), have been successfully positioned into pores 
generated by voids left by polycaprolactone (PCL) filaments, as can be seen from 
figure 2.1 (g), previously extruded through Bioscaffolder. The result is a large 
hybrid construct that could mimic a natural osteochondral tissue, such as the 
authors demonstrate positioning two different natural hydrogels’ microspheres 
(bone and cartilage portions) as a proof of concept94, as shown in Figure 2.1 (e) 
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and (f). Finally, in vitro culture tests in chondrogenic differentiation media have 
demonstrated tissues spheroids fusion at 35 days, as illustrated in figure 2.1 (h).  

Novel AM applications in TE could be based also on the implementation of 
new synthetic polymers formulations; for instance, Yang and co-workers has 
developed a composite poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS)/PCL blend into which 
sodium chloride (NaCl) particles are dispersed. This blend, respect to the single 
polymers, showed mechanical properties closer to the natural heart tissue and, 
after NaCl leaching, scaffold features resulted improved in terms of 
neovascularization, thanks to the presence of an additional interconnected 
microporosity. 

The designed cardiac scaffold had a regular crisscrossed structure and was 
fabricated using a fused deposition modeling (FDM) technology, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.1 (i). Those precise architectural properties, despite the easiness and 
low resolution (hundreds of microns) of the technique, demonstrated well-
tailored to help a correct cardiac remodelling after myocardial infarction in 
rodents, with respect to scaffold-free and PCL or PGS only scaffolds, as showed 
in figure 2.1 (j). Moreover, annular shaped PGS/PCL scaffolds demonstrated to 
be potentially suitable in applications concerning ventricular dilation 
preservation, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (k)95. 

AM technologies have brought improvements also in the neural TE field, for 
example in the spinal cord injury regeneration. Koffler and co-workers have 
implemented a “microscale continuous projection printing method” (μCPP), as 
shown in figure 2.1 (l), to fabricate a 2 mm-thick biomimetic scaffold, composed 
of a mixtures of poly (ethylene glycol) and gelatin methacrylate, in less than 2 
seconds. These materials demonstrated to well mimic the spinal cord structure, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (m) and (n); indeed, the scaffold not only kept its 
structure over four weeks in vivo, even showing a good inflammatory response, 
but moreover regenerated and improved the pre-existent tissue functions. 
Specifically, the scaffold was seeded (before implantation) with neural 
progenitor cells (NPCs) which after 6 weeks in vivo greatly contributed in 
regenerating the host axons, as can be seen from figure 2.1 (o). These were 
furthermore helped to promote their extension outside the scaffold by the same 
NPCs96. 

However, although it was here reported how AM technologies have been 
demonstrated their power in fabricating scaffolds with precise control over 
spatial architecture, several issues have limited their widespread translation 
from the bench to the bedside. For example, as for conventional techniques, 
several AM technologies process materials in combination with undesirable 
organic solvents which could be retained inside the scaffold structure97; 
moreover, other limitations are the possibility to process (for some AM 
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technologies) only specific materials classes, the necessity of developing post – 
process optimizations and, sometimes, the limited overall scaffolds sizes98,99.  

Nowadays, one of the principle limitations of AM processes is the lower 
resolution (accuracy); indeed, possible resolutions are usually limited to 
hundreds of microns or maximum tenth of microns for techniques used to 

Figure 2.1 (a) ITOP system components and materials. (b) Photograph of the manufactured 
calvarial bone construct. (c) Histological image of the fabricated calvarial construct after in vivo 

implantation. (d) Image of the bioscaffolder + micro-tissue injection system (inset: working concept 
overview of the micro-tissue injection system) developed for manufacturing the osteochondral 
joint resurfacing device. (e) CAD images and (f) optical image of an assembled hemispherical 

construct. (g) Image of spheroid microtissues positioned into the hemispherical construct and (h) 
resulting DAPI (blue) and Aggrecan (purple) antibodies staining of the construct showing cells 

distribution and microtissues fusion at 35 days of in vitro chondrogenic culture. (i) FDM machine 
overview and materials for the elastic cardiac patch fabrication. (j) Illustration of the scaffold 

implantation site after induced myocardial infarction in rats. (k) Representative Masson’s 
trichrome stained heart section four weeks after implantation. Black box highlights the higher 

magnification area of the left panel. Black arrows indicate the annular-shaped PGS-PCL scaffolds. 
Scale bars: 2.0 mm. (l) μCPP system used to fabricate poly (ethylene glycol)–gelatin methacrylate 
scaffolds loaded with NPCs for nerve regeneration. (m) Spinal cord structure highlighting fascicles 

regions (motor systems are shown in green and sensory systems are shown in blue) and (n) the 
corresponding scaffold. (o) Image of the NPCs-loaded scaffold after four weeks in vivo showing 

channels filled with GFP-expressing NPCs. Figure adapted from MDPI100. 
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fabricate scaffolds of limited sizes98,99. As described before, several scaffolds 
furthermore require a controlled architecture in the micron and sub-micron 
range which several AM technologies do not still guarantee101-103. 

In this context, researchers have evaluated different possible solutions. 
Initially, there was investigated the creation of bimodal or multimodal scaffolds 
combining traditional solution or melt electrospinning methods with AM 
technologies; as an example, Kim and co-workers have developed a combined 
technology based on a direct polymer melt deposition (which can be considered 
practically equal to FDM) supported by solution electrospinning. The designed 
scaffolds were based on a framework of a four-layer PCL woodpile structure 
with 3 different configurations, as illustrated in figure 2.2 (a): the first one was 
free of electrospun fiber layers, the second one presented an electrospun fiber 
layer between the second and the third PCL layer, while the third configuration 
presented electrospun fiber layers between all PCL layers, as illustrated in figure 
2.2 (b) and (c). Cell culture results have demonstrated that both the second and 
the third configuration have better promoted cells adhesion and proliferation 
compared to the free electrospun fiber layers scaffolds, with the third one that 
showed increased cell numbers that were 1.5 times higher (compared to the 
second scaffold configuration) after 10 days of in vitro culture104. The authors 
state this effect could be effectively ascribed to the electrospun fibers which 
recreate the cells typical ECM environment. 

The evolution of bimodal scaffolds could be considered the design of 
multiphasic scaffolds, or rather scaffolds with different regions of pore size and 
porosity to elicit successful regeneration of tissue interfaces, for instance. An 
important example could be considered that of Vaquette and co-workers which 
have designed and fabricated a multiphasic scaffold through a hybrid FDM and 
solution electrospinning method for periodontal regeneration purposes. The 
electrospun fibers zone acted as support for the adhesion of a periodontal 
ligament fibroblast cell sheet, while the FDM zone enabled space maintenance 
for bone regeneration to occur and biomechanical stability105. 

Figure 2.2: (a) PCL composite structure fabricated through AM + solution electrospinning; (b) SEM picture 
of an electrospun layer deposited on an FDM layer; (c) magnification of an area of figure (b). Reused with 

permission from Elsevier104. 
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Although combining different manufacturing processes has proved an 
effective approach to create scaffolds with high architectural complexity that 
more closely fulfil the requirements for several TE applications, new AM 
methods have allowed scaffolds fabrication with lower filament resolution. 

Melt electrospinning writing (MEW) is one of these methods; it was 
introduced in the early 2010s and helped to fabricate scaffolds with filaments 
resolution of over an order of magnitude smaller than FDM101,106. MEW is similar 
to FDM with some distinctions. In MEW a melt polymeric filament is ejected by 
a spinneret (usually of bigger diameter than an FDM nozzle) using low pressure 
values compared to FDM. The electrified jet passes through the air, reduces its 
diameter (as consequence of electrostatic surface charges and the selected 
process parameters) and it is finally deposited to a collector. The presence of a 
large air gap, moreover, removes the need for a z movable stage. This technique 
is gaining an increasing consideration and to date has showed interesting 
findings mainly considering in vitro TE applications. Blum and co-workers have 
indeed demonstrated the manufacturing of PCL scaffolds with 4 μm filaments 
and pore diameters of 200 μm using MEW. These were later differently 
bioactivated to evaluate the better method for the differentiation of hBMSCs 
using a fixed scaffold architecture and a short-term differentiation protocol. It 
was found that PCL scaffolds bioactivated with decellularized adipose tissue 
better promoted hBMSCs differentiation respect to others bioactivation 
strategies, PCL alone and 2D controls, as supported by greater adipogenic 
marker expression and protein levels. Such scaffold seems attractive for 
applications in soft tissue regeneration in reconstructive surgery and as a 
proadipogenic 3D cell culture platform107. 

hBMSCs behaviour on similar fabricated scaffolds were also studied by Xie 
and co-workers. PCL scaffolds with a heterogeneous rectangular structure with 
different fiber spacing and fiber diameters (from 4 to 23 μm) were fabricated 
with MEW by controlling the printing path. Interaction of hBMSCs with the 
different structural configurations resulted in different cellular behaviour, as 
showed by confocal microscopy images, and consequently confirming that the 
structure could induce specific cell growth and alignment by merely printing 
different structures in different regions108.  

MEW is not however the unique technology which can fabricate structures 
with micron or sub-micron features. Integrated approaches, which combine 
high-resolution 2D structure manufacturing with modular assembly, has been 
developed and represent a valid alternative option to manufacture and 
assembly scaffolds using semi-automated two-step (discontinuous) processes. 
Evidences were yet demonstrated for both in vivo and in vitro TE and potential 
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solutions could be implemented also for enhancing scaffolds bioactivation 
features47,52. The next paragraph will introduce and discuss such technologies. 
2.3 Discontinuous processes: lithography 

Discontinuous processes in TE have developed when the possibility of 
implementing microfabrication (and later nano-) technologies and their 
advancements in the biomedical field was fully understood.  

Microfabrication, by definition, is a technology by which a structure with 
micrometre dimensions and resolution is manufactured; generally, an overall 
microfabrication process consists of several pertinent techniques (and related 
steps) used to fabricate the final desired structure109. 

A general classification for micro/nanofabrication methods is based on 
substrates (or molds) being fabricated and their later use; this classification split 
molds manufacturing processes into direct and replication methods. In the 
direct methods, molds patterns are fabricated and the same molds (masters) 
used to manufacture the desired structures. Differently, in replication methods 
molds (obtained usually by direct methods) are replicated several times to 
fabricate new molds and replicas are then used as masters to manufacture the 
desired materials. 

In figures 2.3 and 2.4 it is showed a set of manufacturing discontinuous 
processes (used in TE) described in current literature. Figures clearly indicate 
firstly the microfabrication techniques used for biomaterials 2D layers 
(modules) manufacturing and later the assembly process developed for 
modules assembly. For each section the main features/outcomes of the 
fabricated materials are summarized. 

Figure 2.3: discontinuous processes for modular scaffolds fabrication overview scheme. Left side: 
two-dimensional (2D) layers’ fabrication processes using rigid moulds. Right side: three-dimensional 

(3D) scaffolds’ assembly processes and scaffolds main features and/or involved applications. 
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In TE applications the introduced classification between direct and 
replication methods is usually overlooked because another based on moulds 
types is generally preferred; specifically, substrates can be rigid or 
elastomeric110. Rigid ones (see Fig. 2.3) are usually used as masters in the 
micro/nanofabrication direct methods while the elastomeric molds (see Fig. 2.4) 
are usually those used in micro/nanofabrication replication methods. 
Moreover, another sub – classification, valid regardless of molds’ nature (rigid 
or elastomeric), for structures replication is based on polymers processing 
(solution or temperature plasticization). 

Rigid molds are common materials in several technological processes in 
polymer science (for instance, injection moulding); this class of moulds is usually 
fabricated by cleanroom technologies (e.g. photolithography)111. Rigid moulds 
materials, such as silicon, metals or acrylic materials, show advanced stability 
properties which represent a plus for micro and nanofabrication approaches 
and have been used for these reasons to fabricate modules also for bottom – 
up TE purposes. For example, considering layers fabrication approaches by 
solution–based processes, Papenburg and co-workers112 have implemented a 
solution casting/phase separation method, labelled Phase Separation 
Micromolding (PSμM). Silicon molds were microfabricated and used to 
manufacture modules firstly casting a polymeric solution on moulds and finally 
transferring the complete system into a non-solvent bath to consolidate the 
structure and removing the retained solvents. PSμM results show that modules 
had an 80% porosity value and a high pore interconnection (microscopy 
analyses) but the process generated undesired low closed isolated pores and a 
minor dense outer residual layer. The main drawback was represented by 
modules volumetric shrinking (compared to mold features) during the solvent 
extraction process. In vitro biological analyses showed layers are suitable for cell 
culturing and micropattern design affects the extent of cell alignment and tissue 
formation. 

A preliminary assembly method was introduced: specifically, layers stacking 
was promoted by clamping modules with retained solvent residues followed by 
system consolidation in the non-solvent bath. This method proved a preliminary 
effective strategy for manufacturing cell-free scaffolds112. 

In a further work, the authors have developed an alternative cell – based 
assembly method to fabricate a cell-seeded scaffold; firstly, C2C12 pre-
myoblasts cell–laden sheets were fabricated through PSμM and then these 
were rolled up and bonded thanks to cell -cell interactions. The final goal was to 
evaluate the effect of static and dynamic culture conditions on nutrient 
transport and cell behaviour in vitro. Static culturing showed nutrient diffusion 
patterns while dynamic conditions promoted a better nutrient supply to the 
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cells improving cell proliferation on all layers, suggesting the scaffolds could be 
potentially used as in vitro platforms for multi-layer tissues fabrication113. 

In another recent example, Liu et al. proposed an electrodeposition process 
for the preparation of rat liver cell (RLC-18)-laden alginate layers for an in vitro 
liver application114. The process involves the casting of the alginate cell-laden 
solution onto a rigid mold whose features mimic the hepatic lobule morphology. 
Then, the solution was electrodeposited for 15 s fabricating 300 μm thick cell-
laden alginate layers, whose cells remain viable during all the microfabrication 
steps and proliferate over time. For sheets bonding, the authors used a pre-
designed PDMS chamber for layer stacking; after sheet positioning, cell–cell 
interactions allowed layers assembly after 1 week. This scaffold holds great 
promise to be improved further as in vitro models of liver organs. 

Bottom–up TE has been deeply proposed as a successful strategy for vascular 
TE purposes. As an example, Ye and co-workers have developed a strategy to 
build a slowly degradable poly(ester-amide),1:2 poly (1,3-diamino-2-
hydroxypropane-co -polyol sebacate) (APS) bilayer scaffold, connected to a 
microfluidic base through a rapidly degradable porous PGS module, fabricated 
replicating features of an acrylic mould. These four-layer scaffolds increased the 
3D permeability to oxygen and nutrients in vitro and degraded in vivo with a rate 
suitable to enhance scaffold vascularization115. 

The same group developed an alternative approach with the aim to provide 
a scaffold with long in vivo half-life for cardiac TE. The photo-cross-linkable poly 
(limonene thioether) (PLT32o) prepolymer was synthetized, characterized and 
later micromolded to replicate features imprinted into poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) and polycarbonate molds. Layers with rectangular 
micropores (362 x 564 μm2) were obtained and subsequently assembled to 
manufacture 3D scaffolds which demonstrated an elastomeric mechanical 
behaviour and were able to retain their structural integrity until one month in 
vivo116. 

Albeit the discussed papers have presented promising findings both for in 
vitro and in vivo studies, highlighted technological drawbacks such as 
mismatches between designed and real features, presence of undesired closed 
pores and long procedures for organic solvents removal, whose retention can 
address cells towards unnatural behaviours117, has suggest to investigate green 
solvent based or even solvent-free techniques. It is not by chance that polymers 
thermal processing is generally the main alternative to solution–based layers 
fabrication processes. 

The articles by Ryu and co-workers presents a possible solvent-free method 
illustrating the development of a micro–embossing technique to fabricate 
patterned layers with interconnecting structures; the selected materials were 
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thermoplastic ones, such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly (p-
dioxanone), and Monocryl®. The authors analysed in depth all the principal 
technological points, for instance microstructures demolding process and 
modulation of polymers bulk properties. Morphological analyses demonstrated 
the possibility of embossing structures of different aspect ratios with such 
polymers118. The authors developed later a novel custom–made solvent vapor-
mediated assembly process to fabricate thermoplastic porous scaffolds. Briefly, 
two layers were placed in an assembly chamber at a pre-defined temperature 
followed by a solvent vapor injection. Layers bonding was then achieved 
bringing the layers in contact under pressure. The main advantage of such 
process is the possibility to control the amount of solvent vapour which allows 
to preserve layers’ features and eventually incorporate bioactive molecules 
which are not altered by the process119. Finally, 60 μm thick scaffolds with 
rectangular pores (20 x 30 μm) were achieved and tested as a 3D platform for 
single-cells’ culture and characterization120. 

Lima and co-workers demonstrated also the feasibility of manufacturing 500 
μm thick PCL and starch-polycaprolactone (SPCL). Modules designed with 300 
μm circular pores and 300 thick pillars were replicated from stainless-steel 
molds through a micro – embossing process and the microfabricated layers 
were manually stacked and bonded using a PCL solution in chloroform acting as 
a “glue”. The as obtained scaffolds were 1.5 mm thick with 88% porosity and 
were used for in vitro bone TE purposes121. 

Despite the satisfactory results in micro- and nanoreplication of layers from 
rigid molds, some disadvantages have not contributed to direct replication 
methods broad implementation. Firstly, molds patterning (photolithography) 
needs expensive cleanroom facilities that are not always available and easy 
accessible; secondly, the rigid suitable materials for mold patterning processes 
are of a restricted class (such as silicon, glass, or quartz) which are not always 
biocompatible requiring the implementation of further operations before 
modules replication can start. Nonetheless, molds need to be usually treated by 
subsequent etching steps which thereby slow fabrication throughput. 

Consequently, scientists have investigated new possible microfabrication 
technologies to overcome rigid mould limitations in layers fabrication. 

Soft lithography (SL), developed in the late 90’s by George Whitesides group, 
emerged as an alternative non-photolithographic set of methods. Several are 
the advantages that SL demonstrates compared to the standard lithography 
methods, among which it is possible to cite: the possibility to direct pattern a 
wide range of materials (from unsensitized polymers to biological 
macromolecules), the possibility to generate patterns on both planar and 
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nonplanar surfaces (2D or 3D) but mainly the possibility to implement these 
fabrication methods outside of cleanroom facilities122. 

The key idea of SL is substituting rigid moulds with patterned elastomeric 
molds. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomers, between the others122, are 
the most used ones because they show unique properties related to their 
chemical nature (presence of an inorganic siloxane backbone and organic 
methyl groups attached to silicon) which allow a very simple processability for 
users: the elastomers precursors are fluid at room temperature, thanks to their 
low glass transition temperature, but can be readily and easily converted into 
solid elastomers by ultraviolet (UV) or thermal cross-linking steps after being 
casted onto rigid masters. These are usually manufactured using 
microlithographic techniques such as photolithography, micromachining or e-
beam writing122. 

Xia and Whitesides motivate the widespread diffusion of PDMS in soft 
lithography applications explaining a set of advantages122,123: 

• Surface with a low interfacial free energy (≈ 21.6 dyn/cm) with a good 
chemical stability; most molecules or polymers being patterned or 
molded do not adhere irreversibly to, or react with, the surface of PDMS; 

• Hydroscopic; PDMS in fact does not swell with humidity; 
• Permeability to gases; 
• Good thermal stability (up to ≈ 186°C in air) which allows to cure 

thermally prepolymers being molded; 
• The PDMS elastomer is optically transparent down to 300 nm; 

prepolymers being molded can also be cured by UV cross-linking; 
• The PDMS elastomer is isotropic and homogeneous; stamps or molds 

can be therefore deformed mechanically to manipulate the patterns and 
relief structures in their surfaces; 

• The elastomeric PDMS is durable when used as a stamp; we can use a 
PDMS stamp many (>50) times over a period of several months without 
noticeable degradation in performance. The obvious consequence is the 
possibility to set up a cost – effective process preserving the quality of 
rigid master molds; 

• The interfacial properties of PDMS elastomer can be changed easily 
either by modifying the prepolymers or by treating the surface with 
plasma. 

The process generally used to fabricate PDMS stamps for modules fabrication 
is replica molding (REM). A liquid prepolymer of PDMS is cast against a rigid 
master whose surface has been patterned using, for instance, advanced 
lithographic techniques. The relief features on the PDMS mold can consequently 
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be faithfully replicated by using PDMS itself as a mold for forming structures 
using a second UV-curable (or thermally curable) prepolymer. Xia and 
Whitesides have demonstrated replica molding against elastomeric PDMS 
molds with resolution <10 nm over substantial areas (≈ 1 mm2) for an extended 
number of replica operations (≥ 10) without observation of damage or 
degradation in patterns quality122,124. 

However, PDMS shows also several technical issues. The most important one 
is related to the aspect ratio of microstructures: in fact, when the aspect ratio 
(features height/features side) is too high or too low, the elastomeric character 
of PDMS will cause the microstructures in PDMS to deform or distort and 
generate defects in the patterns in some applications. Secondly, another 
technical problem concerns the PDMS elasticity/thermal expansion correlation; 
this makes it difficult to get high accuracy in registration across a large area and 
may limit the utility of SL for example in multilayer structures fabrication and/or 
nanofabrication122,123. 

Nonetheless, the advantages of PDMS and SL methods have proved superior 
than the already explained disadvantages123 and consequently in literature, 
even in the modular TE field, it is possible to find layers and scaffolds assembly 
fabrication processes based on SL replication procedures (both solvent and 
thermal based), as illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

Considering the first set of methods, Gallego et al provided a multilayer 
micromolding technique as a possible technology to fabricate and assemble PCL 
scaffolds. Modules were fabricated via spin-coating of a PCL solution in 

Figure 2.4: discontinuous processes for modular scaffolds fabrication overview scheme. Left side: 
two-dimensional (2D) layers’ fabrication processes using elastomeric (PDMS) moulds. Right side: 

three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds’ assembly processes and scaffolds main features and/or involved 
applications. 
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tetrahydrofuran and dimethylsulfoxide (1:3:6 w/w/w ratio) at 4000 rpm for 1 
min; the residual solvent was extracted overnight. The process demonstrated 
adequate for manufacturing 10 μm thick PCL layers with 45 x 45 μm2 pores; the 
modules were later manually stacked one on top of the other using a thermal 
based process. Scaffolds characterized by 81% porosity and a thickness up to 
100 μm were manufactured and analysed for studying the effect of pores size 
and architecture on cell behaviour in vitro125. A similar approach was used by 
Sodha et al. for preparing PCL scaffolds with 200 μm circular or star-shaped 
pores for retinal transplantation purposes126. 

Micromolding demonstrated as an alternative solution for layers fabrication. 
Rosellini and co-workers in fact fabricated a biomimetic myocardial scaffold 
based on a simplified model of a natural ECM microarchitecture. Several 25 μm 
thick layers with 100 x 500 μm2 rectangular pores were successfully 
manufactured and thermally assembled to promote layers’ bonding and achieve 
a mechanically stable scaffold which was also able to promote myoblast 
proliferation, differentiation and alignment in the absence of external stimuli127. 

Micromolded layers could be also consolidated with other techniques, such 
as freeze – drying. He and co-workers, indeed, have manufactured 2 mm thick 
cylindrical layers pipetting a silk fibroin/gelatin solution onto a pre-frozen PDMS 
mold. The frozen system is then freeze-dried for at least one day to extract the 
residual solvent simultaneously preserving the fabricated microstructure. This 
manufacturing technique allowed to modulate layers porosity, in the 70–90% 
range, and pores size, from 125 to 225 μm, merely changing the concentration 
of the polymeric solution. The as obtained layers properties demonstrated also 
to control cell behaviour. A solution-mediated bonding was used to prepare 
microstructured scaffolds mimicking the liver lobule architecture for liver TE 
purposes128. 

A similar consolidation step for modules was used by Wang et al who 
manufactured porous scaffolds for vascular TE purposes. The authors developed 
a microfluidic molding method to manufacture 500 μm thick chitosan/gelatin 
layers (100 μm microstructures thickness) pipetting a 1:1 solution between a 
PDMS mold/glass slide system. Cooling and freeze-drying steps were used to 
consolidate the definitive layers structure. An interesting aspect of the method 
was that, before scaffolds’ assembly, the layers were seeded with HUVECs or 
smooth muscle cells (SMCs) to promote bonding, similarly to Papenburg et al113, 
through cell/cell and cell/ECM interactions. Morphological and histological 
analyses demonstrated the possibility to create a complete branching vascular 
network and direct SMCs growth into fiber-like bundles inside the 
microstructured channels129. A similar approach was implemented by He et al 
who manufactured agarose/collagen layers by solvent casting and thermal 
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gelation. The layers were seeded with HUVECs/collagen suspension, aligned 
inside an assembly mold, and bonded with the aid of a thin layer of agarose to 
obtain a fully perfusable 3D construct130. 

Modules fabrication approaches can be designed to promote, as yet 
discussed for AM, the deposition of biomaterials and biological matter. Son et 
al. in this regard used cell-laden solutions and a solution cross-linking assembly 
step to manufacture a 3D scaffold which mimics the hepatic liver lobule with 
sinusoids. To achieve this goal, a cell-laden alginate suspension was firstly 
casted on a plasma-cleaned PDMS mold; later, the system was incubated into a 
humidifier with a cross-linking reagent to induce gelation. The as manufactured 
modules well replicated molds features (8 x 8.7 mm2 with a maximum thickness 
200 μm). Layers were aligned into a custom–made PDMS chamber (the same 
used by Liu et al114) and bonding was promoted using a small amount of alginate 
solution and cross-linker at layers’ edges. The results demonstrate layers 
retained their structure during cell proliferation and the manipulation 
techniques did not result in cell loss. Furthermore, cells show high viability 
because scaffolds’ lateral and central pores were designed to ensure oxygen and 
nutrients’ transport in the entire 3D structure. As specific example, HepG2 cell-
loaded scaffolds were manufactured; these exhibited increased hepatic 
secretion and, when used in combination with mouse embryo fibroblast cell line 
(NIH3T3), allowed for studying cells interactions in 3D co-culture 
experiments131. This manufacturing method was also used to test different 
porous structures, namely hexagonal pores with size in the 100–500 range, 
selecting anyway collagen as manufacturing modules material. A patterned 
cellulose filter substrate was used for collagen layers manipulation and the 
scaffold was assembled by alternating cell-free and HUVECs-laden collagen 
sheets to study cells’ migration and scaffold vascularization132. 

Solution-based layers’ fabrication was also demonstrated through pre-
polymer mixtures which can be consolidated by UV radiation. Zhang and co-
workers developed such a procedure for the microfabrication of the AngioChip 
scaffold. Specifically, modules were designed through a CAD approach and 
manufactured using a mixture of poly (ethylene glycol) dimethyl ether (PEGDM) 
and poly (octamethylene maleate (anhydride) citrate) (POMaC) that was 
injected in a patterned PDMS prior to UV cross-linking and solution 
consolidation. Finally, the as-obtained layers (5 x 3.1 mm2 surface and 150–300 
μm thickness) were demolded, assembled, and bonded by an additional UV 
treatment. The key feature of this micro-construct is the presence of a built-in 
endothelialized branched network, suitable to assess cardiac and hepatic 
tissues’ responses to drugs delivered through the internal vasculature. For 
example, the generation of an angiogenic stimulus (thymosin β4) in vitro 
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allowed endothelial cells’ migration through the scaffold micro-holes as a first 
step of blood vessel formation in vitro. AngioChip also enabled fast anastomosis 
in vivo and tissue remodeling during the first week133. 

The last example of SL approaches for scaffolds fabrication is based on 
thermal polymers processing, because another considerable disadvantage of 
PDMS is it can be swelled by several nonpolar organic solvents122,123,134. Yang et 
al have presented multiple methods to fabricate PLGA/nanoclays composite 
layers (120 μm wide pores and 60 μm thick) by PDMS micro-embossing at a 
temperature far from the polymer glass transition temperature. The final 
porous constructs were obtained by stacking layers with the aid of an alignment 
mold followed by compressed carbon dioxide bonding for 1 h135. This solvent-
free approach was successfully applied to cell-seeded PLGA composite layers, 
demonstrating that CO2 assembly ensured proper human mesenchymal stem 
cells viability and functions136. Later, Xie and co-workers further demonstrated 
the possibility of bonding PLGA composite layers using nitrogen, which resulted 
in enhanced embryonic stem (ES) cells’ viability with respect to carbon 
dioxide137. 

In conclusion, it has been introduced in this paragraph several discontinuous 
process for TE scaffolds fabrication. Both natural and synthetic (and even their 
blends127) materials could be processed through solution and thermal based 
methods to fabricate polymeric and even composite layers135. It was 
demonstrated to be feasible the fabrication of modules with a high controlled 
architecture using both rigid and elastomeric molds (considering the discussed 
technological limitations which can consequently limit features accuracy). 
Resolutions can go beyond the minimum achievable by classical AM techniques 
(e.g. FDM95) and are comparable to newer AM ones (e.g. MEW108). Cell-free and 
cell-laden layers could be stacked using appropriate techniques which can 
moreover potentially allow to manufacture bioactive scaffolds119,136,137. For 
these reasons discontinuous processes can be considered promising methods 
to fabricate those new generation scaffolds which require highly controlled 
architectural and bioactivation properties47. 
2.4 Aims of the work 

Previous paragraphs have extensively documented different available 
techniques for scaffolds manufacturing, highlighting their advantages and 
drawbacks, finally focusing in the last paragraph on discontinuous processes. 
Among these, in the last years SL techniques have been usually preferred rather 
than direct replication methods (rigid molds) because SL ones have 
demonstrated several vantages for modules fabrication; nonetheless, PDMS 
was sometimes used for manufacturing molds for layers assembly131 
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demonstrating, moreover, valid results considering the precision of layers 
alignment. 

Consequently, as suggested by the discussed promising findings of 
discontinuous processes for scaffolds fabrication and, specifically, by the design 
flexibility offered by SL methods, in this thesis it has been presented the 
development of a new bottom-up approach for scaffolds fabrication. This will 
have as final goal the fabrication of a modular scaffolds whose morphological, 
structural and even bioactivation (spatiotemporal controlled release) properties 
could be accurately controlled. 

The next chapter describes modules and scaffolds design and manufacturing. 
Firstly, layers features (for instance, filament resolutions, pore sizes and 
geometries, thicknesses) and scaffolds configurations are presented and in silico 
modelled using a specific CAD software. 

Later, layers manufacturing steps are described. PDMS moulds were 
fabricated using a multistep process like that showed by Carugo and 
coworkers138. Specifically, micromachining techniques - micromilling (μ– 
milling) - and subsequent SL techniques, such as REM124, were used to fabricate 
the elastomeric PDMS masters. These have later been integrated in a composite 
assembly structure to fabricate the desired polymeric layers through a novel 
magnetic embossing process. Briefly, two different assembly components were 
designed using a CAD software and fabricated by μ– milling. The magnetic force 
exerted by neodymium magnets, integrated in precise positions of the assembly 
components, was used to emboss a PCL film into PDMS masters features, at a 
temperature higher than PCL melting temperature (Tm), to manufacture the 
designed layers which were later extensively morphologically characterized. 

Subsequently, the technique for layers assembly is described. Among all the 
possible processes, an established solution based method for layers assembly in 
bottom-up TE121 was selected after technological considerations. To effectively 
perform the stacking process, μ– milling and REM processes were used to create 
a scaffold assembly chamber and several PDMS parts to be used as layers 
micromanipulation systems. Scaffolds were later manufactured assembling 
layers one on top of the other using a precise PCL solution as a “glue” to imbibe 
layers bottom surface before promoting modules physical contact. The 
manufactured assembly parts helped modules alignment and manipulation 
throughout the entire process. Two types of scaffolds configurations were 
fabricated and, later, the as-manufactured scaffolds were accurately 
characterized from a structural and morphological point of view. 

Finally, the last part of the next chapter shows how the as-manufactured 
scaffolds could be accurately bioactivated presenting DDSs features and the 
developed microfabrication process for their fabrication. Specifically, PDMS 
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moulds were firstly fabricated similarly to the processes that will be described 
for layers manufacturing. Then, micromolding techniques have been used to 
fabricate semi-hollow structures inside which drugs carriers (drug loaded PLGA 
μPs) have been positioned and sintered, using two different sintering methods. 
This methodology allows to control both the loading and the release of the 
encapsulated drug. As an example, the process has been developed using VEGF 
as a model drug. The modular DDSs were finally morphologically characterized 
and integrated inside scaffolds to effectively validate CAD design and present 
an example of potentially bioactivated scaffolds for TE purposes.  
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Chapter 3: composite scaffolds in silico design, fabrication 
and characterization 
3.1 Bottom-up approach scheme 
The bottom up approach developed for modules design, fabrication, integration 
and assembly is summarized in Figure 3.1. 

The first stage deals with the definitive modules and scaffolds features design 
and their in silico evaluation. As figure 3.1 illustrates, two different types of 
modules have been designed: structural layers and DDSs. The first ones are 
those which define the morphological and structural features of the final 
scaffold while the second ones are those which mainly characterize scaffolds 
bioactivation properties. Modules and scaffolds were in silico designed and 
engineered firstly to acquire preliminary modules and scaffolds data and 
secondly to use the design data for the fabrication stage. 

The second step deals with modules fabrication processes. The structural 
layers were manufactured by a novel magnetic embossing procedure. DDSs, 
instead, were fabricated developing a multistep process: a solution 
micromolding method was used to fabricate external semi-hollow structures 
into which drug loaded PLGA μPs were interspersed (packed) and finally 
sintered implementing two different processes. 

The third step deals with structural and bioactive modules integration. This 
could be achieved for the as-fabricated modules through the micropositioning 
of DDSs into the pores of a specific type of layer. 

The fourth and last step deals with modules assembly to achieve two 
different scaffold configurations. For this purpose, a solution-based assembly 
method was implemented after technological considerations. 

In the next paragraphs, the different stages of the introduced bottom-up 
approach will be analysed. Firstly, layers, scaffolds and DDSs design will be 
discussed; afterwards, layers manufacturing and scaffolds assembly methods 
will be presented, and processes results analysed and discussed. Secondly, the 
dissertation will describe DDSs fabrication methods and present and discus 
manufacturing results; finally, the last paragraph concludes this chapter 

Figure 3.1: bottom-up approach workflow. Images represent renderings of the virtual effective structure 
of modules and scaffolds. 
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presenting an example of a potential composite scaffold for vascular TE 
applications. 
3.2 Design stage 
3.2.1 Layers 
Structural layers were in silico modelled in 2D (as a set of lines) and 3D (using 
functions to extrude solids from 2D lines) using the CAD software Rhinoceros 
(version 4.0 SR9, McNeel Europe, Spain). Layers renderings and the relative 
dimensional features are respectively shown and summarized in figure 3.2. 

Thus, as follows from the figure shown above, three different type of layers 
were engineered: a bottom, middle and a top layer. These have the same lateral 
features (sides are about 6.45 mm), but a different thickness. The middle and 
top layers, indeed, are 300 μm thicker than the third one layer because the 
bottom surface of the first two layers is linked in specific positions with 380 μm 
diameter pillars. These have a double function: 

• provide a scaffold lateral porosity (design based consideration); 
• allow a safe distance for solution bonding to avoid microfeatures 

modification (technological based consideration); the middle and top 
layers indeed will be stacked one on top of the other and this 
procedure requires a safe distance. 

Regardless the difference in layers thickness, the continuous zone of bottom 
and top layers has similar features (see figure 3.2); instead, middle layers differ 
from the bottom and top ones in the continuous zone for 550 μm diameter 
pores, designed for later DDSs integration. Circular pores design allows 25 
possible positions for structural layer bioactivation which could generate, 

Figure 3.2: layers isometric, frontal and top views (Rhinoceros renderings). Tables 
summarize dimensions of the main features of layers. 
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considering only a single middle layer, several possible planar configurations, 
such as the two depicted in figure 3.1. 

The last pivotal feature of layers is filaments spatial configuration; 
specifically, layers present crisscrossed filaments with an orientation of 0/45°. 
This pattern allowed to generate 2 different porosity configurations, as will be 
described in the next paragraph. The choice of this type of layer structure was 
inspired by the works, among the others, of Yilgor85, Di Luca84 and Ahn86, 
presented in the last chapter, which have demonstrated promising results in 
osteochondral and cartilage TE. Anyway, the presence of circles in bottom and 
top layers or circular annuli in middle layers generate anisotropic pores. Indeed, 
layer central areas present modified rhomboidal pores with only two opposite 
angles of 45°; pore diameters are thus variable due to the modification of the 
classical rhomboidal shape by the circular shaped regions. The outer pores, 
instead, show a simile triangular shaped porosity, where one of acute angles is 
modified by the presence of the circular shaped regions. 

Literature studies suggested the choice of PCL as candidate material for 
layers fabrication. PCL is of the oldest known bioresorbable polymers; it is 
biocompatible and could be biodegraded by the human body. Therefore, 
several medical devices in which PCL was used have been presented to date and 
moreover PCL was selected as biomaterial in a plethora of TE fields, like bone, 
cartilage, vascular, cardiac to name a few139. Moreover, as described in the last 
chapter, several manufacturing techniques for modules fabrication has yet 
demonstrated capable to process PCL125,126, consequently further supporting 
this selection. Anyway, previous research has not documented the fabrication 
of layers whose features (mainly thicknesses) are comparable to those already 
presented; these limitations were exceeded using a magnetic embossing 
procedure whose steps will be extensively described in the next paragraphs. 
3.2.2 3D scaffolds building 

Figure 3.3 presents pictures of renderings (generated using Rhinoceros) of 
the two designed scaffold configurations. The former - 0° or aligned - is based 
on the sequential assembly of three middle layers and a top layer whose 
features have always the same orientation; the latter - 0/90° or alternated - is 
based on the consecutive assembly of three middle layers and a top layer where 
the second and the forth assembled layers are both clockwise or counter 
clockwise rotated respect to the other layers orientation. 

For both scaffold configurations, virtual porosity returns a value of ≈57%, 
regardless of the integration with DDSs. Porosity was evaluated comparing the 
volume of virtual models to the volume of a bulk parallelepiped whose side is 
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equal to scaffolds one. Calculations were performed using Rhinoceros dedicated 
function for volume calculation. 

Figure 3.3 moreover shows these assembly configurations generate (along 
the stacking direction) scaffolds with an aligned anisotropic rhomboidal and 
triangular porosity (0° configuration) or with multiple triangular shaped porosity 
(0/90° configuration). Similar pore structures were previously fabricated by Di 
Luca84 (0°), Yilgor85 and Ahn86 (0/90°). 

Scaffolds lateral pore shape is, otherwise, equal on all sides of both the 
presented configurations; the void space between layers continuous zone and 
pillars is approximately rectangular (≈ 1 x 0.3 mm2) in the central zone, while 
pores are shaped roughly as squares (≈ 0.3 x 0.3 mm2) on the extrema, as 
reported in figure 3.3 (c). The integration of a lateral porosity demonstrated 
advantageous in several TE applications, as discussed in chapter 2; for instance, 
Ahn et al demonstrated an improved seeding and retention of chondrocytes in 
vitro in poly(propylene fumarate-co- diethyl fumarate) scaffolds86; similarly, 
Holmes and co-workers designed a scaffold whose lateral pore structure 
demonstrated to enhance blood vessels development in a bone-like scaffold87. 

Layers were assembled, as briefly introduced in the last chapter, using a 
solution based process similar to that used by Lima and co-workers to assembly 
PCL and starch-PCL layers121, as will be described in a devoted paragraph. This 
method was implemented to avoid the use of high temperatures125,127 which 
can be detrimental for DDSs stability and due to access restrictions to 
specialized equipment such as high precision tools140,141 or systems based on 
plasticizing agents like CO2136,142, N2137 or solvent vapours119. 
3.2.3 Drug delivery systems 

The design of modular DDSs was sought as an appropriate solution to 
implement for the bioactivation of the designed PCL scaffolds to release active 
drugs both in a spatial and temporal controlled manner. Specifically, we decided 
to focus on drug loaded μPs to be later packed inside semi-hollow structures 

Figure 3.3: top view (Rhinoceros rendering) of scaffolds (a) 0°and (b) 0/90° configurations; 
(c) frontal view (Rhinoceros rendering) of the assembled scaffolds. 
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(shells). Figure 3.4 shows a render (generated using Rhinoceros after DDSs 3D 
CAD using solid-related functions) of one of such shells while table 3.1 
summarizes shell features. 

 Advancements in micro/nanofabrication technologies have demonstrated of 
great impact in the design and fabrication of polymeric reservoirs143 and 
microcontainers144 through, for instance, SL methods. Therefore, multiple 
polymeric reservoirs can be fabricated in a short time and filled by packing 
microparticles which could be later sintered - using an appropriate (specific for 
drug and carrier material) procedure among those extensively described in 
literature73,145 - to create a sintered microparticulate DDS, as presented by the 
Rhino simplified renderings showed in figure 3.5. 

As yet described for layers, the requested features for DDSs have necessarily 
guided materials selection simultaneously with the choice of a suitable 
fabrication technique. Properties versatility of PLGA such as tunable in vivo 
lifetimes, security for human use and, moreover, the presence of several still 
developed PLGA formulations for the controlled release of proteins54 and other 
drugs56 (also using double emulsions, an established and straightforward μPs 
fabrication technique146,147) suggested the choice of this polymeric material 
among the others for μPs preparation. 

The material selected for shells fabrication, instead, was gelatin, a denatured 
protein that is obtained from collagen by acid and alkaline hydrolysis. Gelatin 
has been used in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, as well as food products and it is 
considered as a safe material by the food and drugs administration (FDA). 
Several DDSs, such as micro/nanoparticles148 carriers and capsules149 for the 
oral drug delivery, were fabricated using this material. 

Feature Dimension (μm) 
Shell diameter 540 

Shell height 600 
Shell thickness ≈ 20 

μPs packing and sintering 

Release system sealing 

Figure 3.5: Simplified graphical representation (Rhinoceros 
rendering) for microparticles integration in shells. 

Figure 3.4: isometric view  
(Rhinoceros rendering) of a DDS shell. 

Table 3.1: shells features. 
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However, gelatin presents a sol-gel transition around 37°C which limits its 
functionality at higher temperatures. A possible solution is chemical 
crosslinking. Previous research has documented the preparation of chemical 
crosslinked gelatin solutions150 to avoid its fast dissolution in physiological 
conditions; among these, glyceraldehyde was used as crosslinking agent for its 
confirmed non-toxicity151-153. 

The overall steps of DDSs fabrication will be described later in this chapter. 
3.3 Layers fabrication by magnetic embossing 

A magnetic embossing process was developed for manufacturing the 
structural layers. The selection of a discontinuous method, such as those 
introduced in chapter 2, has as first stage the fabrication of at least a 2D 
structured master - in case direct methods - or of several replicas in case of 
replication methods. A replication method will be described for PDMS masters 
manufacturing and the resulting molds properties will be presented and 
discussed. Afterwards, manufacturing processes for the others magnetic 
embossing components, later assembled with the aim to manufacture the PCL 
structural layers, will be described. In the last subparagraph, the magnetic 
embossing fabrication steps will be extensively presented. 
3.3.1 Molds fabrication by micromilling and soft lithography 

PDMS molds (2 mm thickness) were fabricated through micromachining and 
SL sequential stages, as shown in Figure 3.6.  

Figure 3.6: PDMS molds fabrication scheme. 
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The first step was the fabrication of patterned PMMA molds (2 mm thickness, 
ME303020, Goodfellow Cambridge Limited, England) using a μ–milling machine 
(Minitech Mini-Mill/GX, Minitech Machinery Corporation, USA). Molds layouts 
were designed using Draftsight (version 2018 SP1, Dassault Systems, France) 
and the related machining instructions (.gcode files) were generated using the 
CAM software Deskam 2000 (version 5.1.5.11, Carken Co. Ltd., USA). Two molds 
layout were designed: the former for the simultaneous embossing of four 
middle layers (see Figure 3.6), while the latter for the embossing of two bottom 
+ two top layers. 

The following mills (Performance Micro Tools, USA) were used to pattern the 
PMMA sheet: 

• TR-2-0080-S (0.008 inches diameter): cylindrical islands (middle layers 
mold); 

• TR-2-0120-S (0.012 inches diameter): layers channels and holes 
features (both molds). 

For each experiment, machine spindle speed was set to 10000 rpm, feed rate 
was set to 20 mm/min and water was used as coolant. Among every machining 
experiment, wipers were used to clean PMMA sheet and coolant replaced. Mills 
were cleaned dispensing acetone (32201, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and later 
ultrapure water (water) (Milli-Q®, Merck, Germany). A TR-2-0800-S mill (0.08 
inches diameter) was finally used for the last part program cutting the 
predesigned perimeter of the PMMA mold. 

Subsequently, PMMA molds patterns are replicated in PDMS using REM 
processes. Replication procedures were carried out using a method like that 
developed by Jo and co-workers154. A specific PMMA enclosure container (which 
can be used for both PMMA and PDMS molds replication) was previously 
fabricated using μ–milling; the container is a three-parts system designed with 
a fixed external shape. The bottom part acts as a base, while the others were 
designed, respectively, with a central via-hole for molds integration. Each 
PMMA part (2 mm thickness) was machined using a TR-2-0800-S mill with no 
coolant; spindle speed and feed rate were 10000 rpm and 20 mm/min, 
respectively. 

To replicate the PMMA molds, a mixture of PDMS 10:1 (precursor:curing 
agent ratio) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, USA) was prepared. The two 
components were subsequently mixed and degassed for at least 20 minutes into 
a chamber with reduced pressure to remove trapped air bubbles. Later, a 
certain volume of this degassed mixture was poured onto the PMMA master in 
the PMMA replication system (whose pieces were temporally fixed by four 2.5 
cm wide binder clips) and trapped air bubbles were removed from master 
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features with repeated vacuum-degassing cycles into the same chamber. 
Among cycles, more PDMS mixture was sometimes deposited. Once trapped air 
was completely extracted, PDMS mixture was added to completely fill the 
replica system hole. The mixture was subsequently flattened by placing 150 μL 
PDMS on a previously cut small glass slide (1 mm thickness) (10143562, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, USA) which was fixed to the replica system. Finally, the whole 
system was heated in an oven (VC 20, Salvis Lab, Switzerland) at 80°C for at least 
90 minutes to thermally cross-link PDMS122,123 and, at the end, the system was 
disassembled. 

PDMS intermediate mould surfaces were then functionalized (silanized) 
using a patented procedure155. Briefly, a mixture containing the silanizing agent 
Fluorolink S10 (Solvay Solexis, Italy) was prepared according to the 
manufacturer instructions. PDMS intermediate molds were superficially 
functionalized with a custom O2 plasma (50 W, 60 s) on both patterned and 
unpatterned surfaces and then the mold was immediately dipped into 10 mL of 
mixture for at least 2 minutes. To consolidate the deposited surface film, 
replicas were left at 100°C for 1h in an oven and later rinsed with 2-propanol 
(33539, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) to remove the unreacted mixture. 

Subsequently, the silanized molds were replicated through a modified REM 
process. Specifically, a 5:1 PDMS mixture was prepared, mixed, degassed and 
poured on the treated PDMS molds housed in the PMMA replica system. 
Vacuum-degassing cycles and PDMS mixture flattening were performed as 
previously described. PDMS cross-linking was promoted curing the system in an 
oven at 85°C for 30 minutes156. The sample was then quickly cooled at -20°C for 
15 minutes and the replica carefully peeled from the silanized mold. Finally, the 
PDMS replica was moved on a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) sheet and 
thermally aged on a previously heated hot plate (RCT basic, IKA, Germany) at 
250°C for 1 h156,157. The PDMS replica was then cooled to room temperature. 

A sacrificial layer coating was applied on PDMS molds aimed to simplify the 
successive PCL layers peeling step. A procedure similar to that of Wu and co-
workers158 was developed for this purpose; Figure 3.7 presents the process 
workflow. 

Preliminary steps were carried out to fabricate PMMA and PTFE components 
and a polyvinyl alcohola (PVAa) (388406, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) aqueous solution. 
Specifically: 

• a PMMA sheet (4 mm thickness, ME303040, Goodfellow Cambridge 
Limited, England) was patterned using μ–milling (TR-2-0800-S mill) to 
generate a 1.8 mm deep zone to accommodate one of the PDMS 
masters. The same mill was used to pattern a PTFE sheet (3 mm 
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thickness, 680-678, RS pro, UK) creating a PTFE frame with a square via 
hole (18 mm side). Working parameters were 10000/1000 rpm spindle 
speed (PMMA/PTFE) and 20 mm/min feed rate. No coolant was used. 

• A 1% w/V solution of PVAa in water was prepared: the polymer was 
dissolved at 80°C under moderate stirring until a clear PVA solution was 
formed. The solution was cooled to room temperature before use. 

To coat molds with a PVA layer, the thermally aged PDMS molds were 
superficially functionalized with O2 plasma (50 W, 60 s) on the patterned 
surfaces and immediately submerged in a room temperature water bath using 
tweezers. The system was moved in a reduced pressure ambient (oven) to 
extract trapped air bubbles from PDMS features; then, a sonication cycle in a 
ultrasonic bath (Labsonic LBS2, Falc Instruments, Italy) at 59 KHz (40% power) 
for at least 20 seconds was performed to remove the eventually unextracted 
bubbles. PDMS moulds were then extracted from the water bath and the 
moulds placed inside the patterned PMMA parts (previously removing the 
excess water); PTFE frames were immediately fixed with 1 mm wide binder clips 
and 1 mL of PVAa solution was poured on each PDMS mold. The system was 
incubated in a closed petri dish for 10 minutes at room temperature to promote 
PVA deposition and then afterwards the system was disassembled after the 
excess solution was removed. Finally, PDMS molds were positioned onto flat 
PTFE parts and heated inside an oven firstly at 110° for 15 minutes and later at 
140°C for 20 minutes to promote PVA layer drying and consolidation, 
respectively. 

Figure 3.7: PVA sacrificial layer coating fabrication scheme. 
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Molds were visually inspected using a stereomicroscope (SZX16, Olympus, 
USA) to assess features quality after each fabrication step. The evaluation of 
mold features dimensions was carried out using LCMicro, the stereomicroscope 
dedicated software. Specifically, side-side distance, ridges width, 
circumferences in bottom/top layers and pillars circumferences in middle layers 
master after μ–milling, REM and PVAa coating were evaluated and the related 
values compared. 

Profilometry (Dektak 150, Veeco, USA) measurements were also performed 
to check variations in features depths during machining and subsequent REM 
operations of molds with top and bottom layers features. Briefly, molds were 
fixed by transparent double-sided tape on small glass slides. The same slide was 
used before measurements for the manual alignment of the profilometer stage 
to minimize vertical misalignments (values less than 1 μm). Three linear 
measurements on two different machined areas were performed on each 
sample using a 2.5 μm tip radius. Positions correspondence was guaranteed 
during measurements on the different samples. 
3.3.2 Molds characterization 

Visual inspection measurement results of molds are summarized in table 3.2.  

Feature Design (μm) PMMA (μm) PDMS (μm) 

Side-side distance 6456.40 6294.95 ± 5.65 6233.75 ± 8.37 

Channels 400.00 388.97 ± 2.14 386.06 ± 2.72 
Circumferences 956.40 932.17 ± 3.64 927.83 ± 1.28 

Pillars 550.00 514.92 ± 2.80 509.60 ± 2.42 

Table 3.2: design values and measurements of mold features analysed using LCMicro. Data are expressed 
as mean value ± standard deviation except for design values. The number of replicates (n) is n=3 for all 
molds features except for pillars (n=4). The significance level (α) set for the statistical analysis is 0.05. 

The results thus obtained demonstrate μ–milling fabrication has determined 
a reduction in the expected features dimensions (the null hypothesis.is indeed 
always rejected for all the analysed features regardless side – side distances). 
Specifically, there is a mismatch between features dimensions of about 2.5% 
while this variation is around 6.5% for pillars. Such higher mismatch value for 
pillars is anyway in agreement for instance with the results obtained by Carugo 
and co-workers. The authors machined by μ–milling a PMMA sheet pattering a 
straight microchannel architecture (design channel width: 254 μm). 
Dimensional analyses using SEM demonstrated about 5.5% variation for this 
feature138. Possible suggested explanations for features mismatch could be a 
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variation of the actual tool size (≈ 200 μm) from the nominal value inserted in 
the CAM program which can have caused pillars overcut159 or an increased mill 
flexion160. 

Features dimensions of thermally aged PDMS molds show a shrinkage of 
about 1%. These results are consistent with other studies which report 
shrinkages from 1 to 2% for 10:1 and 1:6 PDMS mixtures cured at 80°C for 2 
hours122,161. Anyway, statistical analyses do not present significant differences 
which indicate the REM process do not promote planar features modifications. 

Table 3.3 instead summarizes profilometry measurements. 

Area Mold type Value (μm) 

1 
PMMA 398.5 ± 0.6 
PDMS 422.6 ± 2.3 

PVA coated PDMS 424.9 ± 1.7 

2 
PMMA 409.7 ± 3.1 
PDMS 436.6 ± 3.4 

PVA coated PDMS 440.5 ± 3.5 
Table 3.3: profilometry measurements on the different moulds using profilometer dedicated software. 
Data are expressed as mean value ± standard deviation (n=3 for all the measurements). α set for the 

statistical analysis is 0.05. 

The results show a generalized difference between the two areas measured. 
These results are consistent with the information reported on PMMA material 
brochure which reports a maximum thickness tolerance of ±20% for all sheets 
thicknesses, even for the smallest sizes sold (100 x 100 mm2)162. Therefore, the 
reported depths variations respect to nominal thickness could explain the 
statistically significant differences in depth evaluation for the manufactured 20 
x 20 mm PMMA mold. Otherwise, the presented data suggest a high machining 
accuracy for a μ–milling experiment160; Carugo and co-workers for instance 
have reported a ≈ 7.4% variation in depth for a machined 100 μm deep 
channel138. These depth differences are inevitably transferred to PDMS molds 
following REM processes as data summarized in table 3.2 report. 

Further variations could be observed following REM steps; specifically, we 
report height variations of ≈ 6%; statistical analysis consider this variation 
significatively different. However, the results obtained are broadly consistent 
with the PDMS depth mean value measured by Carugo and co-workers which 
amounts about 4%. To further improve depth variations during REM, one 
possible solution to this problem could be the direct implementation of Jo and 
co-workers’ REM system. The authors demonstrated the fabrication of PDMS 
thin layers of controlled height (less than 100 μm) compressing rigid molds and 
PDMS mixtures between composite REM systems using C-clamps. However, as 
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further proved by Moraes and co-workers163, this method cannot totally delete 
height variations in replicas especially if master molds incorporate heights 
variabilities from previous manufacturing steps, similarly to the data 
summarized in table 3.2. 

Thermally aged PDMS moulds were coated using a PVA adsorption/drying 
cycle followed by PVA layer thermal immobilization at 140°C. Albeit Wu and co-
workers protocol effectively promote PVA deposition, one question still 
unanswered was whether the deposition and consolidation of one or several 
layers of PVA alter channels aspect ratios. Trantidou and co-workers developed 
an experiment to evaluate this aspect164. Briefly, a PDMS microfluidic systems 
for droplet generation were fabricated by silicon wafer patterning and SL 
methods. PDMS microfluidic systems were designed with 400 μm nominal width 
and 200 μm nominal height. To evaluate channels dimensional variations, 
profilometry experiments were performed before and after three cycles of PVA 
flushing (using a protocol similar to Wu and coworkers158) into the bonded 
microfluidic system. The results show that PVA deposition does not alter 
features depth164. These findings agree with the data shown in Table 3.3 which 
demonstrate a minimal values fluctuation from thermally aged PDMS 
measurements and data are not statistically different. 
3.3.3 Magnetic embossing 

A magnetic embossing procedure was developed to fabricate the structural 
layers. Several preliminary operations must be implemented before the 
effective embossing procedure; specifically, the fabrication of the embossing 
system and the fabrication of PCL films. 

A two-component embossing system was fabricated by μ–milling PTFE 
sheets (3 mm thickness). A TR-2-0400-S mill (0.04 inches diameter, Performance 
Micro Tools, USA) was used to generate the following features in the first sheet 
(base): 

• 1.5 mm deep area for coverslip integration (22.15 mm side); 
• Via holes for magnets integration: (5.15 mm side) 

and in the second sheet (counterstamp): 
• A 0.3 mm deep area for coverslip integration (22.15 mm side); 
• Via holes for magnets integration (5.15 mm side) 

In each component, the same mill was used to remove rounded internal 
corners in each milled edge of the square area and via holes to promote an 
easier integration of glass coverslips and magnets using the tip suggest by 
Guckenberger and co-workers160. Working parameters were 1000 rpm spindle 
speed, 20 mm/min feed rate and compressed air was used as coolant. Finally, 
the TR-2-0400-S mill was used to cut the predesigned perimeter of the PTFE 
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parts. These were then visually inspected by stereomicroscope and the 
integration with 22 x 22 mm2 glass coverslips (# 1.5, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
USA) and cubical neodymium magnets (5 x 5 x 5 mm side × side x height) 
(magnets4you GmbH, Germany) was effectively assessed. 

The second preliminary operation was the fabrication of PCL films. PCL 
(average Mn 45000) (704105, Sigma Aldrich, USA) was sold in form of pellets 
which consequently must be processed to fabricate the films through a 
compression moulding technique. Firstly, a PTFE mold was machined by μ–
milling to pattern two 13 x 13 x 0.3 mm (side x side x depth) areas using a TR-2-
0400-S mill. The same mill was used to cut the predesigned perimeter of the 
PTFE mold. Effective depths were checked by profilometry analyses. Later, a 
custom-made two-component compression system were assembled; 
specifically, components were assembled by using double sided tape to fix a 
small glass slide onto the centre of a big glass slide. Finally, the as-machined 
PTFE film mold was fixed using double sided tape on one of the two glass pieces 
(2947, Corning, USA). 

Figure 3.8 shows the PCL films fabrication process.  
Four PCL pellets were accurately positioned onto the PTFE mould. Then, the 

glass counterstamp was placed above the pellets and the system was 
temporarily fixed using two 5 cm wide and two 2.5 cm wide binder clips. Pellets 
were subsequently molten and compressed in a reduced pressure ambient 

Figure 3.8: PCL films fabrication process scheme. 
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(oven) at 100°C for 90 minutes. Subsequently, the system was stored in a glass 
petri dish and cooled inside an ice bath for at least 30 minutes. 

Once solidified, films were peeled from the PTFE mold under a 
stereomicroscope. 

Finally, PCL films were characterized by micro-computed tomography (μ-CT) 
(SkyScan 1172, Bruker, Belgium). μ-CT, like conventional tomography, uses X-
rays to obtain projection images (acquisition stage) of a 3D-object. Following a 
cone beam reconstruction, this data can be later processed to obtain a virtual 
tomographic model made up of several cross-sectional images of the object 
under test. The tomographic model can be observed from multiple angulations 
and moreover can be manipulated to observe samples internal structures, 
differently from conventional microscopy techniques. 

Before magnetic embossing, several PCL films tomographic models were 
reconstructed and, moreover, analysed in order to quantify molding and 
embossing quality for PCL films. For this purpose, CT-An (Bruker, Belgium) was 
used to perform a binarization operation of 2D cross-sections. Binarization is 
carried out by imposing a threshold on the absorption spectrum of these images 
to discriminate between air and the absorbing material. The result of this 
operation is a binary image (0/1 white/black) in which the black and white 
voxels represent respectively the empty volume and the one occupied by PCL. 
It is up to the software thus to count white and black voxels obtaining the object-
to-void volume ratio and hence porosity. 

As the preliminary operations were carried out, it was possible to process PCL 
film to achieve the structural layers using the magnetic embossing process. This 
can be split up in three macro steps:  

1) Embossing system assembly. 
2) Embossing step. 
3) System disassembly and layers post – processing operations. 

The assembly step allows the sealing of the embossing system whose part 
are showed in Figure 3.9.  

Specifically, PTFE components assembly was achieved as follows:  
• double sided tape was applied on the milled side of the PTFE base to 

cover via holes. 
• a glass coverslip was fitted in the patterned zone under the 

stereomicroscope. 
• magnets were finally fixed on the double-sided tape on the other side. 

Similar steps were carried out in the case of the counterstamp; however, the 
double-sided tape was subsequently cut in correspondence of the via holes with 
the aid of tweezers to allow the easy removal of magnets. Finally, other two 
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PTFE sheets with via holes were assembled to guarantee magnets stability 
during the assembly and embossing steps. 

To complete system assembly, a PVA coated PDMS mold was positioned onto 
the PTFE base glass coverslip and a PCL film was aligned to correctly cover PDMS 
features under the stereomicroscope. Finally, the PTFE base and counterstamp 
were carefully sealed by the magnetic force. 

PCL layers fabrication scheme (representing steps 2 and 3 of the embossing 
process) is shown in Figure 3.10. 

The assembled embossing system was moved in an oven where subsequent 
steps of chamber depressurization and heating allow the fabrication of PCL 

Figure 3.9: magnetic embossing system. (a) exploded-view drawing CAD render. (b) CAD render of 
the assembled system sealed by magnetic force. 

Figure 3.10: PCL layers fabrication through magnetic embossing. Flowchart of the embossing 
process, embossing system disassembly and layers post-processing operations. 
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modules; specifically, chamber was depressurized; then, temperature was set 
to 150°C to promote firstly PCL film melting and later PCL embossing. The 
transient heat state in the oven chamber lasted around 45 minutes and, once 
the set temperature was effectively achieved, the embossing system embossed 
for further 3 hours. At the end, depressurization was slowly removed and the 
embossing system immediately stored in a glass petri dish to be cooled in an ice 
bath for 30 minutes. 

After the cooling step, the embossing system was disassembled removing 
magnets from the counterstamp. Layers peeling from PDMS mold was manually 
performed by cyclic fast dipping steps in a 50°C water bath to soften and remove 
the residual polymer film around mold perimeter. Finally, the PCL layers, 
attached to counterstamp’s glass coverslips, were left in a 40°C water bath 
overnight to allow residual PVA dissolution. The next day, PCL layers were 
washed firstly in a 40°C water bath and subsequently water removed by solvent 
- ethanol (32221, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) – exchange. Finally, the solvent was 
removed from samples through several vacuum-degassing cycles at room 
temperature and the layers stored at room temperature for further 
characterizations and tests. 
3.3.4 Layer characterization methods 
Morphology 

Layers morphology was assessed by optical microscopy and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) (Ultraplus, Zeiss, Germany). 

The stereomicroscope was used to assess qualitatively the embossing quality 
(presence of residual PCL film and/or evident micromolding defects); moreover, 
similarly to molds, LCMicro was to evaluate layers features dimension. 

SEM was used to confirm data acquired from stereomicroscopy and to better 
assess layers morphology. This technique can be used to analyse radiodense 
materials such as PCL and to shoot highly magnified gray-scale images of the 
studied objects. Aluminium SEM specimen stubs were covered by carbon tape. 
Layers were conveniently mounted to analyse the features of interest. Then, a 
(sputter coater) (208HR, Cressington, UK) equipped with a gold target was used 
to deposit a 30 nm layer of material under an argon atmosphere. Samples were 
then loaded into the SEM and photographs were acquired at 5 or 10 kV and 
different magnifications. 
Pore structure 
Layers tomographic models were reconstructed using μ-CT according to the 
procedure described in the previous paragraph to ascertain the correspondence 
among the virtual and effective layers pore structure and to evaluate replica 
defects (e.g. the percentage of closed pores). 
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Surface chemistry 
Chemical analysis of layers surface was carried out by attenuated total reflection 
Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy to evaluate residual PVA 
onto the samples after the manufacturing process. ATR-FTIR (L1280026, Perkin-
Elmer, USA) spectra of the layers in the frequency range of (4,000–700 cm−1) at 
different washing times were compared to those of neat PCL and PVA films and 
the main peaks assigned to the specific bonds stretching and bending. The PCL 
films and PCL layers were manufactured by the already described compression 
moulding and magnetic embossing methods, while PVA layers were fabricated 
by solution casting as described elsewhere165. 
Surface topography 

Surface topography were analysed through profilometry and Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). An AFM (NanoWizard II, JPK Instruments, Germany) was 
used to acquire images of top layer surface; the dedicated microscope (Axio 
Observer Z1, Zeiss, Germany) was combined to the AFM to control tips and 
sample position. Several probes (MLCT, Bruker, USA), with a spring constant of 
0.01 N/m, were used in contact mode, in air, at room temperature. 

Profilometry measurements were carried out as previously described for 
molds. Briefly, layers were mounted on small glass slides by double sided 
transparent tape. After profilometer stage calibration (misalignment < 1 μm) 
three measurements were carried out on different areas to evaluate surface 
topography. Linear analyses of 150 μm were performed (using a 2.5 μm tip 
radius) keeping correspondence as far as possible with AFM areas. 
3.4 Layers characterization 

A qualitative molding evaluation of PCL films was performed before magnetic 
embossing experiments. The tomographic models of PCL reconstructed 
demonstrated minor replica defects (anyway ineradicable albeit compression 
molding was performed in a vacuum chamber), which however do not 
compromise subsequent layers fabrication. Consequently, films fabricated at 
100°C for 90 minutes were used for the magnetic embossing experiments. 
3.4.1 Morphology 

Figure 3.11 presents a set of pictures of a bottom layer acquired using 
stereomicroscopy and SEM. 

From this figure it can be seen that the magnetic embossing process allowed 
the fabrication of layers whose morphological structure strongly resembles the 
corresponding designed CAD design, showing minor structural defects and/or 
residual film. Higher magnification pictures – see pictures (b) and (c) - further 
confirm the previous assertion; indeed, measurements on layers 
circumferences (926.10 ± 3.64 um, n=3) and layers filaments (380.98 ± 2.73 um, 
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n=3) demonstrate small variations from PDMS thermally aged molds features. 
This finding represent a significative advance; indeed, previous studies indicated 
that embossing procedures using PDMS generate samples whose features 
present significant variations from the original design, as extensively investigate 
by Lee and Lee166. Furthermore, as described in chapter 2, Yang and co-workers 
have demonstrated the fabrication of PLGA/nanoclays composite layers (120 
μm wide pores and 60 μm thickness) by PDMS micro-embossing at a 
temperature far from the polymer glass transition temperature. The main 
limitation of the experimental results was a high mismatch of features 
dimension from nominal values135. Otherwise, thermally aged PDMS molds 
fabricated by Kim and co-workers demonstrated an enhanced replication 
performance. These materials, indeed, proved stiffer (≈45%), more stable at 
high temperature (≈ 150°C) and harder (≈25%)156 compared to traditional 10:1 
PDMS molds used to imprint an array of pillars (200 μm thickness and 30 μm 
diameter) and of a complex channel structure (100 μm width) onto PMMA 
sheets surfaces. Ren and co-workers, moreover, demonstrated an effective 

Figure 3.11: typical pictures of a bottom layer. (a) Low magnification SEM photograph of a layer top 
surface. Scale bar 1.5 mm. (b) SEM photograph of a circular feature with indication of the mean diameter. 
Scale bar: 250 μm (c) Optical microscopy image of a diagonal filament with indication of mean diameter. 

Scale: 250 μm. 
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embossing of PTFE sheets even at 275°C with a resolution up to 100 nm157. The 
presented results for the magnetic embossed PCL layers therefore are in good 
agreement with Kim156 and Ren157 studies, as also assessed by SEM and optical 
microscopy pictures of middle layer top surface and features (see Figure 3.12) 
which report mean values for pores circumferences and pillars of 509.85 ± 2.15 
μm (n = 9) and 317.74 ± 2.15 μm (n=4), respectively.  

Albeit PCL structural layers demonstrate generally slight variations respect to 
design features values, it could be reasonable assert these mismatches could be 
mainly ascribed to the PMMA molds machining process, which demonstrated 
the less accurate among the others, and as confirmed by statistical analyses. 
These indeed demonstrated (α = 0.05) PDMS replicas and layers features 
differences are not statistically different. 

In conclusion, magnetic embossing demonstrates as an effective way to 
fabricate complex microstructures with adequate features accuracy using PCL 
without the need of expensive platforms or technologies. 

Figure 3.12: typical pictures of a middle layer. (a) Low magnification SEM photograph of a layer top 
surface. Scale bar 1.25 mm. (b) Optical microscopy image of a circular feature with indication of the mean 

diameter. Scale bar: 300 μm (c) SEM phoytograph of a diagonal filament with indication of mean 
diameter. Scale: 250 μm. 
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Moreover, it is noteworthy highlight that the presented findings describe for 
the first time the fabrication of polymeric structures showing via-holes with a 
thickness of 700 μm or more using PDMS as mold material. To our knowledge, 
similar thick structures (≈ 700 μm thickness) were fabricated using metal 
molds121,167. Yang and co-workers indeed, as yet described, showed the 
fabrication of layers of 60 μm thickness using PDMS as mold135, thus 
approximately an order of magnitude thinner. 
3.4.2. Pore structure 

Figure 3.13 shows pictures of the tomographic model of a top layer 
reconstructed using μ-CT. 

As for SEM analyses, despite the lower resolution (down to 1 μm), the 3D 
volume-rendered model strongly resembles the corresponding designed CAD 
rendering showing negligible defects. Moreover, figure 3.13 (b) shows a lateral 
view of the 3D model. The scale bar suggests a good correspondence between 
the designed and the effective thickness of layers. 

Volume-rendered 3D models were also analysed in order to quantify molding 
and embossing quality for PCL films and layers. For this purpose, CT-An Bruker, 
Belgium) was used to perform a binarization operation of 2D cross-sections. 
Binarization is carried out by imposing a threshold on the absorption spectrum 
of these images to discriminate between air and the absorbing material. The 

Figure 3.13: μ-CT tomographic model of a top layer. (a) Low magnification picture of the top surface. (b) 
Picture of the lateral view. Scale bar: 700 μm. 
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result of this operation is a binary image (0/1 white/black) in which the black 
and white voxels represent respectively the empty volume and the one 
occupied by PCL. It is up to the software thus to count white and black voxels 
obtaining the object-to-void volume ratio and hence porosity.  

Analyses were carried out qualitatively on PCL top layers. These 
demonstrated a closed porosity of 2.06 ± 0.80 % (n=3). These findings show that 
compression moulding and magnetic embossing steps adequately process PCL 
avoiding the generation of a high closed porosity. 
3.4.3 Surface chemistry characterization 

 ATR-FTIR was used to acquire spectra of PCL and PVA (in form of films) and 
PCL layers. Fig. 3.14 depicts spectra comparison of PCL/PCL and PCL layer 
(before H2O treatment).  

The IR spectra exhibited characteristic peaks of individual PVA and PCL 
polymers as extensively described elsewhere168. For instance, PCL films spectra 
show characteristic IR bands of 1,721 cm−1 attributed to C═O stretching (str) 

Figure 3.14: ATR spectra. (a) Plot of a typical PCL and PVA film 
compared with the spectra of an embossed PCL layer before H2O 
washing. (b) Magnification of the spectra between 3500 – 3000 

cm-1. These are compared with that of a PCL embossed layer after 
8 h and 30 minutes washing in a 40°C water bath. 
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and the 2,941 cm−1 attributed to the asymmetric (Asy.str) of CH2 bands. 
Simultaneously, the graph shows the characteristic broad peaks for PVA at 3,259 
cm−1 attributed to OH str and CH2 vibration (Vib) band at 1,417 cm−1. 

The analysis indicate a quite similar spectra between PCL film and PCL layers 
albeit the presence of PVA and pores structure could have generated intensity 
variations because of the difference in the optical path169. 

Figure 3.14 (b) presents an insight of the (3500–3000 cm−1) frequency range 
where – see Figure 3.14 (a) - PVA IR spectra present the characteristic IR band 
of the OH str. Spectra of pure PCL and PCL layers before and after washing 
treatment are shown. The graph suggests how an 8 h and 30 minutes washing 
of PCL layers demonstrates successful to reduce the OH str intensity as 
compared to the untreated PCL layers. The increase in the intensity spectra can 
be ascribed to the solubilization of the residual PVA present onto the layers 
surface. To further assess this hypothesis PCL layers were analysed by SEM as 
previously described to evaluate their superficial morphology before and after 
H2O washes. Figure 3.15 (a) and (b) presents photographs of the bottom surface 
of top layers in the two different configurations. 

The visibility of superficial crystal-like structures in figure 3.15 (a) which are 
otherwise absent in figure 3.15 (b) suggest PCL layers after 8 h and 30 minutes 
of washing in 40°C water do not present a similar superficial morphology. The 
most likely explanation of the presented difference could be only PVA 
solubilization. The presented data concur instead with the work of Aina and co-
workers which demonstrate the dissolution of fully hydrolysed PVA (in 250 mL) 
at 40°C even after approximately 1 hour170. Considered the high dissolution 
time, it could be reasonable, as ATR and SEM demonstrate, claim that PVA has 
almost fully dissolved after 8 h and 30 minutes of treatment in 1.5 L water.  

Figure 3.15: SEM photographs of a bottom surface of (a) PCL layer immediately after peeling from 
PDMS mold (b) after 8 h and 30 minutes treatment in a 40°C H2O water bath. Scale bars: 500 μm. 
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3.4.4. Surface topography 
Surface topography were analysed through profilometry and Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). 
Figure 3.16 (a) presents a typical 3D AFM maps of the PCL samples. 

The observations were performed on 50 x 50 μm2 areas evidencing a 
superficial topography in the submicron-scale as even represented by the z-axis 
scalebar. 

Profilometry measurements were carried out as linear analyses of 150 μm 
(using a 2.5 μm tip radius) keeping correspondence as far as possible with AFM 
areas. A typical profilometry curve for the analysed features is reported in Figure 
3.16 (b). Similarly to AFM analyses, maximum variations around 160 nm were 
measured indicating the data obtained are broadly consistent with AFM 
analyses, which report a maximum height of ≈ 140 nm. 

In-depth assessments were performed to evaluate further surface 
morphology data. Previous studies indicate that the average surface roughness 
and surface asymmetry and sharpness indicators, such as skewness and 
kurtosis, are among the most relevant to evaluate cell-material interaction in TE 
scaffolds171,172. Table 3.4 presents surface morphology data of interest (average 
roughness and skewness) of the analysed layers. Kurtosis was evaluated only 
from AFM analyses.  

Table 3.4: surface morphology parameters (roughness, skewness and kurtosis) evaluated using AFM and 
profilometry. Data is expressed as mean value of 3 measurements on different areas (n=3). α set for the 

statistical analysis is 0.05. 

 Roughness Skewness Kurtosis 
AFM   39.48 ± 10.34 0.65 ± 0.06 2.51 ± 0.07 

Profilometer 30.52 ± 7.59 0.52 ± 0.05 / 

Figure 3.16: surface morphology analyses of a top layer. (a) Typical 3D AFM map (50 x 50 μm2) of a 
top layer (b) Typical profilometry curve (150 μm) of a similar area presented in (a). 
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The overall measurement results support the qualitive evaluations of figure 
3.16 and present a mild asymmetry of the surface height distribution respect to 
the mean plane towards peaks and a slight deviation from sharpness of the 
surface height distribution towards rectangular-like cross-section. 

The presented findings raise questions about comparisons between the two 
techniques, albeit the two AFM and profilometry could be considered quite 
similar in the principle and in the analysable data173. Wennerberg and co-
workers developed an extended comparison of stylus and optical profilometry 
with AFM for different biomaterials. Specifically, the authors showed that 
generally stylus profilometry tends to underestimate surface data respect AFM 
ones.174. These conclusions are in good agreement with the findings of table 4.3. 
The statistical data does not highlight significant differences for both roughness 
and skewness suggesting that for these PCL layers the two techniques present 
a similar accuracy grade. 

It is well known topography can guide cell behaviour. A common 
classification splits surface roughness in macroroughness (100 μm – 
millimetres), microroughness (100 nm – 100 μm), and nanoroughness (less than 
100 nm). Previous studies indicate that for larger cells, such as osteoblasts and 
neurons, macroroughness is reasonable, while for smaller cells, such as HUVECs, 
in contrast, nanoroughness (10–102 nm) could enhance cell adhesion and 
growth175. However, only several of the previous studies presents and discuss 
extended superficial morphology data. For instance, Salerno and co-workers 
carried out surface roughness and skewness analyses using confocal microscopy 
on polylactic acid (PLA) and polylactic-co-caprolactone scaffolds fabricated by 
thermally induced phase separation methods (testing also configurations with 
or without NaCl porogen). Scaffolds present a superficial rugosity of 50-150 μm 
and a negative skewness among -1 and 0 which respectively decrease and 
increase using blend with higher amounts of PLA. The authors demonstrate 
hBMSCs adheres better on scaffolds manufactured without porogen while cells 
adequately proliferate on all scaffolds176. However, a cell-material interaction 
analysis based merely on superficial morphology was not performed. A more 
accurate study was presented by Serra and co-workers that manufactured PLA 
and PLA/PEG scaffolds even reinforced with calcium phosphate particles by AM. 
Evaluations demonstrated an increase of surface roughness in reinforced 
scaffolds while a decrease in skewness (from ≈ 1 to -0.5) and kurtosis. Rat MSCs 
were seeded demonstrating different morphological configurations which 
however could be ascribed also on a different surface wettability thanks to 
inorganic particles177. 

To the author’s best knowledge, only Takeda and co-workers has studied 
cells behaviour (rat phenochromocytoma cells) focusing merely on surface 
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topography. The authors demonstrated that, albeit adhesion was successful at 
24h on all the scaffolds configurations, cells were preferentially adhered on 
scaffolds with decrescent skewness values and similar average roughness. 
Kurtosis did not seem to affect significatively cells behaviour. 

In conclusion, the outcomes presented only suggest that a possible candidate 
for PCL layers seeding (and reasonably scaffolds) could be HUVECs; however, 
this conclusion is based only on a comparison of superficial roughness and 
consequently specific tests will be need to effectively prove this hypothesis. 
3.5 Scaffold building by PCL layers assembly 
3.5.1 Assembly parts design and fabrication 

CAD renders of the of the assembly parts is presented in Figure 3.17. 

As shown in figure 3.17 (a), layers were aligned inside a square cavity (6.4 
mm side, 3.8 mm depth) while, as shown in figure 3.17 (b), layers were 
temporarily bound on PDMS holders by two cylindrical pillars (thicknesses 400 
μm). 

The μ–milling machine was used to fabricate the assembly chamber 
patterning a PTFE sheet (6 mm thickness, 197-0051, RS pro, UK). A TR-2-0600-S 
mill (0.06 inches diameter) (Performance Micro Tools, USA) was used to mill the 
assembly cavity while a TR-2-0800-S mill was used to cut the predesigned 
perimeter of the external piece.  A PMMA sheet (6 mm thickness, ME303055, 
Goodfellow Cambridge Limited, England) was milled to fabricate several 
different molds to be replicated using PDMS by REM; cavities of different depths 
(3/2.4/1.7/1 mm) using a TR-2-0400-S were machined considering scaffolds 
design and the assembly process. Pillars holes (about 1.20 mm diameter) were 

Figure 3.17: CAD renderings of (a) the PTFE assembly chamber and (b) a PDMS layer holder. 
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patterned using the same mill. A TR-2-0800-S mill was finally used to cut the 
predesigned perimeters of the external pieces. PDMS layer holders were 
manufactured using the same REM process previously described (PDMS 10:1, 
80°C/90 minutes). 
3.5.2. Layers assembly 

A 30% w/V solution of PCL in dichloromethane (DCM) (32222, Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA) and anisole (296295, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) (70/30% V/V) was prepared and 
the polymer dissolved overnight under moderate stirring at 50°C on a hotplate. 
Once prepared, a small amount (about 4 - 5 mL) of solution was poured in an 8 
mL vial. 

To stack PCL layers, a stereomicroscope was used to align a bottom layer 
inside the assembly chamber, while the other layers (three middle layer and a 
top layer) were bounded in the specific PDMS holders considering the 
appropriate orientation to assembly 0° and 0/90° scaffold configuration.  

The effective bonding procedure, as summarized in Figure 3.18, was 
performed under a chemical hood. 

Firstly, the assembly chamber was positioned inside a glass petri dish on a 
hot plate at 39°C for about 10 minutes. Later, a small amount of DCM solution 
was poured on a small PTFE part positioned in the same glass petri dish. The 
solvent was used to vaporize and loosen PCL chains of the bottom layer in the 
sealed petri. 

After about 30 seconds, a cut small glass slide (about 8 mm wide) was quickly 
dipped in the PCL solution in the glass vial. Then, the glass petri dish cap was 
removed and the PDMS system holder of the first middle layer manipulated to 

Figure 3.18: layers assembly process flowchart. 
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promote contact among PCL solution on the glass slide and layer pillars. The PCL 
module was quickly aligned in the PTFE chamber to promote bonding with the 
bottom layer and the system was left in slight compression using operator 
hand’s fingers for at least 10 minutes. 

The process was repeated to stack two more middle layers and a top layer. 
Finally, the scaffold was left overnight to promote solvent evaporation and 

bonding consolidation. Scaffolds were stored at room temperature for further 
characterizations. 
3.5.3 Layer characterization methods 
Morphology 
PCL scaffolds morphology was assessed by SEM using a protocol similar to that 
already described for PCL layers. Briefly, scaffolds were conveniently mounted 
on stubs. A layer of gold (40 nm) was deposited on samples which were then 
loaded in the SEM. Photographs were shot at 10 kV and different 
magnifications. 
Pore structure 
The PCL scaffolds pore structure was analysed by μ-CT using a protocol similar 
to that already described for PCL films and layers. Briefly, tomographic models 
of 0° and 0/90° scaffolds configurations were reconstructed and observed from 
multiple angulations to ascertain the correspondence of scaffolds pore 
structure with the related CAD models and perform a qualitative evaluation of 
layers bonding. 
Porosity 

To quantitatively evaluate scaffolds porosity, gravimetric measurements (n = 
5) and volumetric analyses of the μ-CT tomographic models (n = 3) were carried 
out. In the former case, a caliper was used to evaluate scaffolds thicknesses and 
lateral sides distance, while the analytical balance was used to quantify scaffolds 
mass. These data were analysed to further calculate the effective VE and 
theoretical VT scaffold volumes; the former is evaluated by means of scaffolds 
mass, while the latter is calculated using the geometrical data measured by the 
caliper. The equation that describes gravimetric porosity is then as follows:  

 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (%) =  �1 −
𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸
𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇
� ∙ 100 (1) 

Otherwise, to evaluate scaffolds porosity by μ-CT a binarization of the 
reconstructed images is necessary, as described for PCL films and layers 
analyses. CT-An counts the white and black voxels, which correspond to polymer 
and empty volume, respectively. Later, the software counts the white and black 
voxels and calculates porosity. 
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Scaffold μ-CT and gravimetric porosity were compared with the theoretical 
porosity, using a simple geometrical model (yet described in paragraph 3.2.2). 
Briefly, Rhinoceros was used to evaluate scaffolds cumulative volume - or 
rather, the sum of volumes of one top layer, three middle layers and a top layers 
virtually stacked one on the top of the other – in comparison to the volume of a 
parallelepiped whose side is equal to theoretical side - side distance of layers(≈ 
6.45 mm). 
Mechanical properties 

The mechanical characterization of the assembled scaffolds was evaluated 
by the commercial MTS installed inside μ-CT, similarly to the procedures 
described elsewhere178,179. Briefly, 0° and 0/90° PCL scaffolds were loaded in a 
direction normal to the assembly one onto the lower platen of the μ-CT material 
testing stage (MTS) and the upper platen was moved closer to the top sample 
surface. Continuous compression tests on n=3 samples per configuration were 
performed. During these experiments, MTS lower platen was moved upward up 
to the maximal compression, corresponding to 222N, without interruption. The 
loading curve was acquired in real time, so that the relationship between the 
imposed displacement and stress could be obtained. 

Interrupted compression tests were also performed by stopping the 
compression and scanning the sample to evaluate morphology and pore 
structure around two predefined areas of the stress–strain diagram. μ-CT 
analyses were performed as previously described. 
Biocompatibility (in vitro tests) 

In vitro biocompatibility tests were carried out on assembled 0° PCL scaffolds 
to evaluate cells adhesion, proliferation and migration. 

UV radiation was used to sterilize scaffolds for 1 hour. Later, these scaffolds 
were moved into 48-well plates (392-0061, VWR International, USA) previously 
coated with 1% gelatina (G2500, Sigma-Aldrich, USA). A cell suspension – 
composed by the cell/tissue culture media Medium 200 (M200) (M200500, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Gibco, USA) additioned with Low Serum Growth 
Supplement Kit (LSGS) (S003K, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Gibco, USA) - of HUVECs 
(passage 4) was prepared and 40 µL (containing ≈ 20.000 cells) were seeded on 
the centre of the external surface of scaffolds top layers (“seeding surface”) in 
each well. 200 µL suspension were otherwise deposited in empty wells to be 
used as control. Cells adhesion was evaluated on scaffolds and control wells by 
manual counting of cells present on the wells bottom after 6h of static seeding 
(scaffolds were previously moved in other empty wells where M200 tissue 
culture media was previously dispensed). PrestoBlue Cell Viability Reagent 
(PrestoBlue) (A13261, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Invitrogen, USA) was used as 
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described by the manufacturer with several modifications to carry out an 
indirect assay aimed to evaluating cells present in wells; later, the assay data 
were compared to those of the manual counting procedure. Briefly, PrestoBlue 
was added to microplate wells and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Then, a plate 
reader (EnSpire 2300, Perkin Elmer, USA) was used to evaluate wells 
fluorescence to plot a curve of relative fluorescence units versus culture time. 

Later, static culture on scaffolds was extended up to 72 h and then 7 days to 
evaluate HUVECs proliferation and migration, which was carried out as already 
described. 

At the different time points, scaffolds were finally fixed using 4% 
paraformaldehyde and stained with Hoechst (33342, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Invitrogen, USA) and rhodamine phalloidin (R415, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Invitrogen, USA). Confocal microscopy observations (25x magnification) were 
carried out using a TCS SP5 microscope (Leica, Austria) to qualitatively evaluate 
adhesion, proliferation and migration on scaffolds. 
3.6. 3D PCL scaffolds characterization 
3.6.1 Morphology 

Figure 3.19 presents a set of SEM pictures of a 0/90° scaffold configuration. 
From this figure it can be seen that the iterated use of DCM vapours and PCL 
solution for layers staking have not significantly altered their morphology and 
pore structures. Indeed, figure 3.19 (a) indicate the top layer morphology and 
the macroscopic pore structure has not been altered by the assembly process. 
Moreover, the same figure suggests an adequate alignment between layers as 
supported by the observation of the external scaffold perimeter. Figures 3.19 
(b) and (c) presents higher magnification pictures of the same scaffolds focusing 
on surface texture and pore structure details, respectively, indicating similarities 
with the SEM pictures of layers presented in paragraph 3.4.1. 

The presented findings are in agreement with the SEM images shown by Lima 
and co-workers which have previously developed a similar bonding process for 
PCL modules121. Albeit the assembly process demonstrated effective for both 
layers configurations, a closer comparison among the SEM picture showing 
Lima’s scaffold and Figure 3.19 (a) suggest the fabrication of the assembly 
chamber and layers holders could have effectively reduced dimensional 
mismatches, which could be more easily observed in the SEM picture of Lima’s 
work. 
3.6.2. Pore structure 

The PCL scaffolds pore structure was analysed by μ-CT as previously 
described. Figure 3.20 shows pictures of the tomographic model of scaffolds top 
surfaces, lateral views and moreover a scaffold virtual section.  
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The μ-CT model strongly resembles the corresponding designed CAD 
rendering showing negligible defects. Even the virtual section illustrated in 
figure 3.20 (d) demonstrate the accuracy of the bonding process. The picture 
indeed depicts how occluded pores or damaged structures are absent. Finally, 
figure 3.20 (c) presents a lateral view of a scaffold tomographic model. This 
picture demonstrates qualitatively how bonding among the continuous area of 
a layer and pillars of the above module seems effectively achieved. The inset of 
figure 3.20 (c) further confirms this claim showing a high magnification picture 
of a restricted area of the tomographic model. Pillars in foreground are 
effectively bonded to the underlying structural layers filaments and the same 
results could be observed also for pillars in the background. The results thus 
obtained are consistent with those of Lima and co-workers, as already discussed 

Figure 3.19: SEM photographs of a 0/90° assembled scaffold. (a) Low magnification picture 
showing the top surface of such a scaffold. Scale bar: 1.8 mm (b) High magnification photograph 
of the area enclosed by the rectangle with two rounded edges showing a detail of the top layer 
surface topography. Scale bar: 20 μm (c) High magnification picture of the area enclosed by the 

rectangle with all rounded edges showing a detail of the scaffold pore structure. Scale bar: 80 μm. 
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the last paragraph. Even for their scaffolds, the obtained structures were stable 
and did not present signs of deformation on the pillars as a consequence of the 
assembly process121. Anyway, albeit the scaffolds could be effectively 
straightforwardly assembled, a limitation of the experimental results is that a 
bonding accuracy of few microns is hardly possible using this type of process. 
Solutions capable of a higher accuracy were developed by Mata and co-workers 
which have fabricated modular scaffolds using a mechanical jig (resolution ±30 
μm)140 for high precision stacking of PDMS microstructured layers and by 
Kolewe and co-workers which have accurately bonded PGS layers with a 
resolution better than 0.5 μm programming an automated bonder device141.  

Figure 3.20: tomographic models of assembled scaffolds. (a) 0° configuration. (b) 0/90° 
configuration. (c) Lateral view of an assembled scaffold. Inset: magnification of the boxed area 

showing bonding between layers. (d) Virtual section of a 0/90° scaffold. (a), (b) and (d) show also 
pictures of the CAD renderings of the analysed structures. 
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3.6.3. Porosity 
Table 3.5 summarizes the results of porosity evaluation. 

In silico (%) Gravimetric (%) μ-CT (%) 
57.04 56.58 ± 0.57 57.87 ± 0.44 

Table 3.5: scaffolds porosity values comparison. Measurements are expressed as mean value ± standard 
deviation (n=5 for gravimetric while n=3 for μ-CT analyses). α set for the statistical analysis is 0.05. 

Albeit the differences and the limitation of each technique (as reported by 
Loh and co-workers34), statistical analyses do not support statistically 
differences among in silico porosity values respect to gravimetric and μ-CT 
values. Otherwise, the same evaluations for gravimetric and μ-CT porosities 
suggest the null hypothesis should be rejected. The most likely explanation of 
this result could be an overestimation of μ-CT porosity caused by limitations 
related to post-processing in the reconstruction phase and/or material and 
environment thresholding180, for instance. The nature of the assembly process 
(use of PCL solution to bond layers) suggests a decrease in porosity, rather than 
an increase, which supports a slight overestimation of porosity using μ-CT 
technique.  

In conclusion, it is possible to claim the developed two-step discontinuous 
process for layers fabrication and scaffolds assembly allows to strictly control 
scaffold morphological (SEM pictures) and pore structure properties. 
3.6.4 Mechanical properties 

Figure 3.21 presents the typical stress-strain plot for scaffolds and typical 
pictures of μ-CT tomographic models shot at the end of the elastic behaviour 
zone and before the densification zone. The stress strain behaviour evaluated 
by the MTS correspond with the theoretical one, as also confirmed in other 
works presenting similar scaffolds, such that of Hoque and co-workers. Briefly, 
stress–strain curves typically followed three distinct regions: (i) a linear elastic 
region, (ii) a plateau of roughly constant stress, and (iii) a final region of steeply 
rising stress 181 (figure 3.21 inset). μ-CT analyses pictures present, at the end of 
the linear elastic zone (*), a scaffolds lateral morphology that do not seem 
dissimilar to the design one. As compression strain increases, the 3D pores of 
the scaffolds crush and undergo a densification process; the 3D tomographic 
pictures (#) at the end of the plateau zone show indeed a completely different 
morphology which substantiate what yet described. Finally, once the rods and 
struts were crushed, the scaffold become stiffer and the stress level rise quickly 
until the maximum compression value.  

Mechanical tests were performed even to calculate scaffolds Young’s 
modulus. This was evaluated as the slope of initial linear portion of the stress–
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strain curve neglecting any toe region formed due to the initial settling of the 
specimen. Table 3.6 summarizes the modulus values of the two different 
scaffolds configurations. 

Albeit the presented data report a variation in the mean Young’s modulus, 
this represents a minimum mismatch which do not present significant 
differences and could be ascribed to little differences in the manual layers’ 
assembly procedure. Indeed, more pronounced differences are visible in 
scaffolds presenting similar structural properties, such as those fabricated by 
AM. For example, Holmes and co-workers demonstrate how filaments 
dimensional variations could generate high Young’s modulus differences (more 
than 50%) although porosity values are close87. Other factors which could affect 
linear elastic modulus differences in such scaffolds were discussed by Gleadall 
and co-workers. The presence of staggered structures, repeated layers, multiple 
lay-down patterns and variations in filament orientation, for instance, 
regardless of porosity differences or different filaments dimensions (as already 
described) are all potential factor for Young’s modulus variations82. 

  

 Scaffold 0° Scaffold 0/90° 
Young’s modulus (MPa) 29.28 ± 2.23 26.85 ± 3.10 
Table 3.6: scaffolds Young’s modulus evaluated after uniaxial compression tests on both scaffold 

configurations (n=3). Measurements are expressed as mean value ± standard deviation. α set for the 
statistical analysis is 0.05. 

Figure 3.21: typical uniaxial compression stress-strain curve for the assembled PCL scaffolds. 
Pictures of 3D tomographic models illustrate changes in scaffolds pore structure during 

compression tests. Images are related to lateral views (external surface and internal surface) of 
the compressed scaffolds after the linear zone and before the densification zone of the stress-

strain curve. Inset: typical uniaxial compression stress-strain curve of a porous structure. Partially 
reused with permission from Mary Ann Liebert, Inc181. 
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Although the designed 0° and 0°/90° scaffolds show several of these effects, 
truthfully pillars are bounded during each assembly step always in fixed 
positions. Therefore, the discussed effects can hardly motivate this restrained 
variation in Young’s modulus between the two scaffolds configurations.  

Uniaxial compression tests were carried out even along directions orthogonal 
to the stacking one to evaluate scaffolds bonding behaviour. Briefly, the stress 
strain curve presents an upward trend up to strain values of ≈ 0.1 mm/mm 
where scaffolds fails due to layers delamination, as expected.  

Previous studies have discussed possible applications for such scaffolds 
considering the presented mechanical behaviour. Eshraghi and Das have for 
example extensively studied AM PCL scaffolds mechanical properties. The 
results obtained have indicated as possible applications that of bone TE, 
specifically such scaffolds have compressive moduli and ultimate compressive 
strengths values which fall within the lower range of those reported for human 
trabecular bone (1 ≤ elastic modulus ≤  5000 MPa, 0.1 ≤ ultimate compressive 
strengths ≤  27.3 MPa)182 and, as demonstrated also by Holmes and co-workers, 
potentially even for vascular TE purposes87. 
3.6.5. Biocompatibility (in vitro tests) 

Table 3.7 summarizes mean values of HUVECs adhesion and proliferation at 
the different time points. Cell number reported in the “scaffolds” row were 
evaluated mainly by the manual evaluation procedure and validated by 
PrestoBlue data. 

 6h 72h 7d 
Controls 18500 ± 513 76500 ± 436 280000 ± 764 
Scaffolds   11700 ± 2200   32433 ± 2926   145000 ± 2207 

Table 3.7: biocompatibility in vitro quantitative evaluation. Data showed are mediated on n=3 samples 
per type. α set for the statistical analysis is 0.05. 

These findings demonstrate a successful adhesion (≈ 58% at 6h) which 
confirms scaffolds biocompatibility. Moreover, the presented results suggest 
the effective HUVECs proliferation over time on the modular PCL scaffolds 
(statistical analysis report significative differences). 

Confocal microscopy photographs - see Figure 3.22 - support the data 
previously shown. Cells effectively adheres and proliferate on scaffolds layers. 
Moreover, the presence of events of cellular mitosis (extensively visible in 
photographs shot at 7d) qualitatively supports proliferation data. These seems 
very promising findings for a such long time point. Finally, cellular morphology 
showed in several areas by figure 3.22 (b-c) indicate how seeded cells adhere 
and proliferate in all layers not only onto layers filaments but also spreding onto 
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layers pores. An evidence is illustrated by the cells stretched morphology of 
figure 3.22 (b) right. The presented cellular behaviour is in good agreement with 
the finding presented by Xie et al for additive manufactured PCL scaffolds with 
regular structures. HUVECs adhered on PCL filaments always the same way 
regardless of designed dimensions; then, adhered HUVECs formed a circle, and 
ultimately filled the pores once the proliferation reaches a sufficient grade. This 
cellular behaviour is normal as demonstrated by CD31 and VE-cadherin 
expressions which suggest promising angiogenesis capabilities 108. 

  

Figure 3.22: confocal microscopy pictures of a 0° scaffold (nuclei staining: Hoecst; cytoskeleton staining: 
rhodamine phalloidin). (a) 6h - 72 h - 7d pictures of scaffold’s seeded surface. (b) 72h - 7d pictures of 
middle layers surfaces. (c) 7d pictures of the internal surface of a bottom layer. Scale bars: 123.5 μm. 
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3.7 Drug delivery systems 
3.7.1 Vascular endothelial growth factor – loaded poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) 
microparticles by double emulsion 

VEGF loaded μPs preparation is a multistep process whose main stage is 
represented by the water-in-oil-in-water emulsion procedure. However, several 
preliminary steps must be performed. Firstly, μPs preparation starts with the as 
bought VEGF (in form of powder) processing and will be completed only once 
the prepared μPs are dimensionally and morphologically characterized. 

Freeze-dried VEGF (100-20, PeproTech, UK) was firstly centrifuged at 13’000 
rpm for 45 seconds in a microcentrifuge (MicroCL 21R, Thermo Scientific, USA) 
and then dissolved (reconstituted) in sterile water to achieve a 0.1% w/V (1 
mg/mL) solution. For VEGF extended storage, a buffer solution, specifically a 
0.2% w/V bovine serum albumin (BSA) (A-7030, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution in 
sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 1x, was prepared and used to dilute the 
VEGF aqueous solution to 0.05% w/V (500 μg/mL). Several 20 μL aliquots (ratio 
VEGF/BSA 1:2) were then distributed in different 0.5 mL Protein LoBind tubes 
(0030108094, Eppendorf, Italy) and stored at -20°C for further operations. 

To effectively prepare VEGF-loaded μPs, a 0.5% w/V PVAb (Mowiol® 40-88, 
324590, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) water stock solution was prepared as previously 
described while the following solutions were freshly prepared shortly before the 
double emulsion steps: 

• 0.97% w/V (9.7 mg/mL) BSA in water; 
• 0.1% w/V (1 mg/mL) heparin sodium salt (Hp) (H3149, Sigma-Aldrich, 

USA) in water; 
• 15% w/V (150 mg/mL) PLGA (Resomer® RG 504 H, Evonik, Germany); in 

DCM (1 mL). 
Later, a VEGF/BSA aliquot was thawed and sequentially 10 μL of Hp solution 

and 70 μL of BSA solution were dispensed in the VEGF/BSA solution tube to 
prepare a 100 μL VEGF/BSA/Hp solution (ratio VEGF/Hp/BSA 1:1:70). 
Immediately, this solution was aspirated and dispensed into the PLGA/DCM 
solution and the first emulsion was generated using the high-speed 
homogenizer (T25 digital Ultra-Turrax®, IKA, Germany, tool 8G) operating at 
15000 rpm for 2 minutes. Immediately, the emulsion was added to 10 ml of the 
0.5% w/v PVAb solution and immediately emulsified at 8000 rpm for 1 min (tool 
8G) to produce a multiple emulsion. DCM evaporation and subsequent 
microsphere hardening were carried out firstly pouring the double emulsion in 
a low-form 250 mL beaker with 30 mL 0.5% w/v PVAb solution and further 
agitating the solution using a overhead stirrer at room temperature for 3h (RZR 
2102 control, Heidolph, Germany, impeller BR 10). Later, microspheres were 
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collected, washed two times with water by centrifugation (4°C, 4500 rpm,15 
min) (SL 16R, Thermo Scientific, USA) and freeze-dried overnight (0,01 mbar, -
60 °C) (Alpha 1-4 LSC, Martin Christ, Germany). At the end of the freeze-drying 
processes, μPs were distributed in several Safe-Lock tubes and stored at -20°C 
for further operations or characterizations. 
3.7.2. Microparticles characterization 

μPs were dimensionally and morphologically characterized. 
Methods 

The mean diameter and size distribution of μPs were determined by laser 
light scattering (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern Instruments, UK, tool Hydro 2000S) 
on a dispersion of freeze-dried μPs in 0.5% w/v PVA. Measures were performed 
once achieved a laser obscuration value of about 3% and the considered 
granulometric distributions and mean diameter values resulted from an average 
of 3 measures of the same dispersion. The definitive mean value ± standard 
deviation was evaluated considering the average measurements generated 
following the analysis of three different batches (n=3). 

SEM observations were performed to evaluate μPs superficial and internal 
morphology. 

In the latter case, a PMMA mold (4 mm thickness) was machined by μ–milling 
to pattern several 30 x 5 x 3 mm (length x width x depth) isolated structures. 
PDMS 10:1 was prepared as previously discussed and the volume of liquid 
mixture to approximately cover half of the depth of one structure was poured, 
degassed and cured at 80°C for at least 30 minutes. Later, a small amount of μPs 
was mixed with PDMS using tweezers onto the spoon of a small spatula and 
degassed in a reduced pressure chamber. The mixture was finally poured onto 
the previously cured PDMS and the system flattened as previously described 
using a large glass slide. Finally, PDMS mixed with μPs was cured for at room 
temperature at least for 48 h. Finally, thin PDMS layers were cut using a razor 
blade. 

Several small amounts of μPs and several layers with μPs sections were 
mounted on aluminium stubs coated with carbon tape. These were later sputter 
coated with a 45 nm gold layer. Samples were then loaded in the SEM and 
photographs were shot at 10 kV and different magnifications. 
Results and discussion 

A typical particle size distribution curve is given in Figure 3.23. 
The graph suggests, due to the well-known intrinsic nature of double 

emulsion batch processes, the presence of few smaller particles between 1 and 
10 μm and no bigger particles up to 100 μm. The graph represented is thus 
broadly consistent with the mean calculated diameter which correspond to 
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42.37 ± 2.15 μm. The findings are in good agreement with the VEGF loaded PLGA 
μPs prepared by Borselli and co-workers which have used a similar method. 
Indeed, they report a 21.5 μm mean diameter respect to a design value of 20 
μm183. 

Figure 3.24 presents the superficial and internal morphology of μPs. Figure 
3.24 (a) aims to show the size distribution while figure 3.24 (b) aims to 
emphasize the superficial morphology of a typical μP. The two photographs 
demonstrate PLGA μPs are spherical and have a closed superficial porosity. 
These characteristics suggest the capability to initially limit a burst release of the 
loaded VEGF respect to μPs illustrated by d’Angelo and co-workers. The authors’ 
SEM pictures indeed present an evident surface porosity with a mean pore 
diameter of 5 μm184. These differences in μPs could be reasonably ascribed in 
differences in the PLGA amount (100 mg vs. 150 mg) dissolved in DCM albeit 
manufacturing parameters have been fixed. 

Considering the internal morphology, it has been found the presence of a 
dense pore network, which goes from the inside to the surface of the μPs – see 
figure 3.24 (c) – which suggests the potential controlled release of VEGF 
according to drug diffusion mechanisms through the innate PLGA micro- and 
nanopores and the macroporous structure of the μPs prepared by the emulsion 
technique51.   

Figure 3.23: typical particle size distribution of the freeze-dried VEGF-loaded μPs. 
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3.7.3. Drug delivery systems external shells fabrication 

The second stage of DDSs fabrication dealt with the external shells 
fabrication through SL methods. 

Micromachining and SL steps were carried out to fabricate the PDMS master 
for shells fabrication, similarly to the procedure described for structural molds 
manufacturing. Briefly, the μ–milling machine was used to pattern a set of 540 
μm large and 600 μm deep holes on a PMMA sheet (4 mm thickness). A TR-2-
0200-BN ball-nose mill (0.02 inches diameter, Performance Micro Tools, USA) 
was used to achieve contoured features. Working parameters were 10000 rpm 
spindle speed and 20 mm/min feed rate, respectively. To pattern large 
hemispherical bottoms, a planar step size of 5 μm was set. A TR-2-0800-S mill 
was used to cut the predesigned perimeter of the PMMA mold. 

Later, an intermediate elastomeric mold was fabricated through REM (PDMS 
10:1, 80°C/90 minutes) and subsequently its surface was modified using the 
previously described silanization process. Finally, a modified REM process was 
implemented to manufacture a hydrophilic PDMS master185. Briefly, a 10:1 
(precursor:curing agent ratio) PDMS mixture was prepared as previously 

Figure 3.24: SEM photographs of VEGF loaded μPs prepared by double emulsion. (a) Magnification of the 
μPs distribution. Scale bar: 40 μm. (b) Magnification of single μP. Scale bar: 20 μm. (c) Magnifiation of a 

PDMS layer including section of different μPs. Scale bar: 40 μm. 
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described; later, a 2% w/w amount of Silwet L-77 (Momentive, Germany) was 
poured inside the PDMS mixture which was again mixed. Thus, the mixture was 
poured as previously described and the hydrophilic PDMS consolidated at 60°C 
overnight, then disassembled and visually inspected using a stereomicroscope. 

Shells were fabricated using a micromolding method, as shown in figure 3.25, 
similar to that used for PVA coating of the structural layers molds.  

Briefly, a 10% w/V gelatin (G9391, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution was 
prepared, heated at 50°C and subsequently stirred at moderate speed to 
promote solute homogenization. Finally, glyceraldehyde (G5001, Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA) (5% w/w compared to gelatin initial powder) was added and the solution 
stirred at 50°C overnight. 

The next day, PDMS hydrophilic moulds were submerged in a room 
temperature water bath; vacuum extraction and sonication were performed to 
remove trapped air bubbles. Then, excess water was removed and quickly 
replaced by 600 μL of 10% w/V gelatin solution at 50°C. The mold was then 
incubated at 50°C for 30 minutes to promote gelatin diffusion. Finally, excess 
solution was bladed away and the system consolidated at 70°C in an oven for at 
least 45 minutes. The mold was then visually inspected using the 
stereomicroscope and stored at room temperature.  

Figure 3.25: shells micromolding process workflow. 
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3.7.4. External shells characterization 
SEM observations were performed as previously described to evaluate shells 

micromolding quality. Briefly, several shells were carefully removed from PDMS 
moulds under a stereomicroscope, visually inspected and conveniently 
mounted on stubs to observe their lateral and bottom surface. A layer of gold 
(45 nm) was deposited on samples which were then loaded into the SEM. 
Photographs were shot at 10 kV and different magnifications. 

Figure 3.26 shows pictures of the lateral and the bottom surfaces of shells. 
These strongly resemble the designed structures. Moreover, it can be observed 
that both the lateral and bottom surfaces do not present major replica defects 
demonstrating the gelatin solution has effectively diffused during the 50°C 
incubation step. SEM pictures finally allow to qualitatively ascertain the 

designed dimensions have been respected; indeed, the fabricated PDMS molds 
after REM steps present holes whose diameters have a 538.72 ± 1.12 μm mean 
value. The microfabricated shells using these moulds have usually 
demonstrated an adequate integration in middle layers pore as it will be further 
ascertained.  

Tao and co-workers yet presented a procedure to fabricate hollow 
asymmetric gelatin structures through a combination of photolithographic and 
SL methods186. Anyway, the manufactured gelatin structures were smaller in 
height of an order of magnitude (≈ 10 μm) to the truncated round-shaped shells 
shown in Figure 3.26. 

Instead, Kim and co-workers developed an equivalent fabrication procedure 
to that described in the last paragraph fabricating microcontainers with 
thicknesses up to 250 μm. Briefly, photolithography and REM methods were 
used to fabricate PDMS stencils of different shapes. Stencils were subsequently 
fixed on a glass slide and the whole system was plasma cleaned. Polymeric 

Figure 3.26: gelatin shells SEM photographs emphasising (a) lateral or (b) bottom surface. Scale 
bars: 200 μm. 
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solutions of different concentrations were prepared and some droplets 
dispensed onto PDMS stencils. Finally, the excess solution was bladed and the 
residual liquid was cured at room temperature. For instance, circular containers 
of 300 μm diameter were successfully fabricated using synthetic polymers 
solutions144. The data obtained show thus the straightforward possibility to 
fabricate different shells using similar solution-based processes. Synthetic and 
natural polymers can be equivalently processed conveniently tuning several 
manufacturing steps. 
3.7.5. Drug delivery systems: microparticles packing and sintering 

The second step for the effective fabrication of DDSs was μPs packing in 
empty shells. An aliquot of VEGF loaded μPs was thawed and several μPs were 
spreaded on the hydrophilic PDMS. The flat part of a small spatula was used to 
move μPs inside hollow shells to fill these completely. Subsequently, a PDMS 
counterstamp was used to properly pack μPs previously moved inside shells. 
PDMS counterstamp was designed with pillars placed in the same positions of 
PDMS mold holes. Specifically, μ–milling was used to pattern (TR-2-0120-S) flat 
300 μm wide and 300 μm deep holes in a PMMA sheet (4 mm thickness). TR-2-
0800-S mill was used to cut the predesigned perimeter of the PMMA mold. The 
PDMS counterstamp was later effectively fabricated by REM (PDMS 10:1, 80°C, 
90 minutes). 

The described packing procedure was further performed twice again to 
completely fill gelatin shells. At the third passage, packing by PDMS 
counterstamp was avoided. 

The third step of DDSs preparation was packed μPs sintering, which was 
performed using solvent vapours or gaseous CO2. 

The first process was described by De Alteriis and co-workers187 and adopted 
with some modifications. Briefly, a custom-made vaporization setup was used 
to vaporize a dimethyl carbonate (517127, Sigma-Aldrich, USA)/ethanol solution 
(1:8 ratio V/V). Setup was composed by a jacketed Drechsel bottle connected to 
a thermostatic bath and to a nitrogen line. The temperature of the thermostatic 
bath was set to 25 °C while the nitrogen pressure was set to 0.15 bar. The ends 
of a flexible tube were connected to the gas outlet of the Drechsel bottle and to 
a 40 mm glass funnel, respectively, so that this could properly enclose the PDMS 
mold. Once the solvent mixture was dispensed into the Drechsel bottle and the 
PDMS mold was properly enclosed, nitrogen flux was opened and VEGF loaded 
μPs were exposed to solvent vapours for 8 minutes. Then, the PDMS mould was 
placed under an extraction arm for at least 30 minutes to extract the residual 
solvent vapour. 
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Gaseous CO2 μPs exposition was performed inside a critical point dryer (EM 
CPD 300, Leica, Austria). The PDMS mold top surface was covered with filter 
paper and placed inside the fine mesh specimen holder tool. The upper part of 
this holder was blocked with a small brass piece to lock the PDMS mold in 
position during the experiment. The whole system was then loaded inside the 
machine’s chamber and temperature was set to 15°C. Then, gaseous CO2 was 
slowly injected inside the chamber and a fast exchange phase was performed 
setting the pressure around 30 bar (far from CO2 critical pressure). Then, 
temperature was raised to approximately 32°C and a 10 minutes plasticization 
step was performed at ≈ 35 bar. Later, CO2 was slowly ejected and the chamber 
cooled to 25°C. Finally, PDMS mold was placed under an extraction arm for at 
least 30 minutes to extract the residual gaseous CO2.  
3.7.6. Microparticles packing and sintering characterization 

VEGF sintered μPs superficial morphology was analysed by SEM. 
Briefly, sintered μPs samples were packed inside PDMS moulds without shells 

and sintered using one of the two described methods. Later, samples were 
carefully removed from PDMS moulds under a stereomicroscope, visually 
inspected and conveniently mounted on stubs. A layer of gold (45 nm) was 
deposited on samples which were then loaded into the SEM. Photographs were 
shot at 10 and 15 kV and different magnifications.  

Figure 3.27 (a) shows low magnification image of sintered μPs after CO2 
sintering and figure 3.27 (b) presents a higher magnification image of a smaller 
area.  

Albeit the difference in μPs dimensions, the developed procedure allows an 
adequate packing of μPs, as the overall shape of the systems shows. The 
multiple sintering necks between particles – see figure 3.27 (b) – indicate the 
sintering condition promote the effective fabrication of a sintered sample. 
Similar morphological structures can be observed for sintered μPs samples using 

Figure 3.27: SEM photographs of sintered μPs. (a) Lateral view of a sintered sample. Scale bar: 200 μm (b) 
High magnification picture of a sample aimed to highlight the sintering necks. Scale bar: 60 μm. 
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dimethyl carbonate /ethanol solvent vapours. De Alteriis and co-workers have 
indeed previously demonstrated the successful processing in PDMS molds of 
VEGF loaded PLGA μPs using the apparatus. However, these were relatively 
bigger in dimension (few hundreds of microns) and the apparatus was used for 
a different aim. Indeed, work purpose was that of tuning the shape of single 
particles which were respectively loaded in different PDMS molds patterned 
with holes of different shapes to fabricate non spherical μPs. Otherwise, the 
actual target was the possibility of sinter different smaller spherical μPs. 
Therefore, several experiments were carried out to determine the minimum 
time to achieve a minimum sintering condition between μPs to carry out further 
operations (DDSs sealing). The minimum adequate sintering time resulted to be 
8 minutes. 

Figure 3.28 presents sintered μPs internal structures after sintering.  
These pictures were obtained as described for non-sintered μPs, including 

sintered samples in PDMS. SEM photographs suggests sintering has not altered 
μPs structures, indeed, figure 3.28 (b-c) shows μPs internal microstructures 
similar to that showed in figure 3.24.  

Figure 3.28: SEM photographs of cut sintered μPs. (a) Low magnification photograph of a cut sintered 
sample. Scale bar: 150 μm (b) High magnification picture aimed to highlight μPs internal morphology. 

Scale bar: 50 μm; (c) High magnification picture of an included μPs with a big central internal macropore. 
Scale bar: 50 μm. 
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It is well-known that extended exposure to solvents can alter the biological 
activity of encapsulated proteins and bioactive factors 73. Among alternative 
sintering procedures, CO2 has been one of the most chosen sintering agents. 
Several experiments have demonstrated the effective sintering of PLGA μPs 
using different CO2 conditions188. Moreover, multiple are the applications in TE 
of such scaffolds: Detamore’s group has indeed carried out several studies 
which have demonstrated successful application of μPs for the fabrication of 
scaffolds for bone and cartilage tissue regeneration purposes189,190. Later, the 
author´s attention focused even also on the fabrication of bioactive sintered 
scaffolds. For instance, release characteristics of BMP-2 or transforming growth 
factor -β3 from PLGA μPs subjected to a CO2 sintering treatment (15 bar, 60 
minutes) were investigated demonstrating for both proteins a sustained release 
from scaffolds up to 3 weeks. Previous studies, such as that of Ennett and co-
workers, have even demonstrated the successful sintering of VEGF loaded μPs 
(5 - 50 μm diameter) to fabricate bioactive scaffolds which have effectively 
enhanced local angiogenesis after subcutaneous implantation in mice191.  The 
promising findings have provided the inspiration for developing a similar 
procedure to process and sinter the VEGF loaded μPs previously analysed. 
Similarly to solvent based sintering, several experiments were carried out to 
determine the minimum sintering conditions. A pressure of 35 bar and a 
temperature of 32°C for 10 minutes were used for fabricating structures such 
that showed in Figure 3.27 (a) and (b) which could be sealed inside gelatin shells. 
3.7.7. Drug delivery systems: sealing 

The yet available 10% w/V gelatin aqueous solution was heated on a hot 
plate over the sol-gel transition temperature (45°).  

DDSs sealing was performed under a stereomicroscope using an adjustable 
volume pipettes. A small amount of solution was aspirated and a small solution 
meniscus was quickly created onto the tip adjusting the pipette volume. This 
small liquid amount was deposited on the top of a DDSs. The operation was 
repeated to seal all the fabricated DDSs shells replacing tips and liquids when 
needed. Finally, the PDMS mold was left under an extraction arm overnight to 
properly dry the deposited gelatin. 
3.7.8. Drug delivery systems: characterization 

Composite DDSs morphology was evaluated by SEM. Briefly, samples were 
carefully removed from PDMS moulds under a stereomicroscope, visually 
inspected and conveniently deposited on stubs’ carbon tape. A layer of gold (45 
nm) was sputtered on samples which were then loaded into the SEM. 
Photographs were shot at 7.5 and 10 kV and different magnifications. 

Figure 3.29 shows a typical composite DDS.  
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This picture suggests the sealing process has not generally altered the 
external shape of the premanufactured shells. However, SEM observations 
show the appearance of little bumps on the external surfaces of DDSs. This 
effect could be reasonably ascribed to the packing process. Indeed, the 
consecutive processes of μPs deposition and packing (especially the latter one) 
could induce a moderate pressure on the rigid external shell layer which could 
result unavoidably modified once that the μPs structure is sintered. 

The same figure 3.29 demonstrate the effectively capping of DDSs. The 
manual method developed is an effective and straightforward way to seal 
premanufactured shells or microcontainers. The advantages of this process 
were demonstrated also by Kim and co-workers for the fabrication of synthetic 
polymers microcontainers filled by alginate solutions144. Anyway, an important 
drawback of such technique is the use of organic solvents such as DCM or 
chloroform which represent a possible drawback for the manufacturing of 
composite DDSs. 

However, the developed manual method could not always guarantee a strict 
control of solution deposition. This can generate system sealed with an excess 
solution volume which can generate large diameter caps. Recently, to overcome 
this difficulty, studies on microsized DDSs has become very popular and many 
researchers have proposed various methods for DDSs systems capping using 
even automated approaches, which can better help to control liquid deposition. 
Nemeth and co-workers proposed for instance the entire fabrication of DDSs 
using a dropwise, layer-by-layer process to fabricate Eudragit based DDSs using 
insulin as a model drug. A sciFLEXARRAYER S3 printer allowed the precise 
deposition on premanufactured insulin loaded shells of ≈300 pL Eudragit 
solution. SEM images of DDSs after desiccation suggest an effectively accurate 
capping procedure192.  

Figure 3.29: SEM photograph of the lateral view of a sealed 
DDS. Scale bar: 400 μm. 
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3.7.9 Gelatin films swelling experiments 
Methods 

Gelatin films were prepared and swelling experiments were used to 
investigate the swelling properties of the materials used for DDSs shells 
micromolding. 

Briefly, a gelatin glyceraldehyde aqueous solution (10% w/V – 5% w/w) was 
prepared as previously described. The next day, gelatin films were prepared 
dispensing 1 mL of hot solution inside PTFE frames (18 mm side) fixed by binder 
clips (1 cm width) on cut PTFE sheets (≈ 30 mm side). The system was dried in 
an oven (70°C) for at least 3h. 

Later, the systems were disassembled and the films iteratively parted up to 
fragments each of a few mg weight. Three similar samples were weighed on an 
analytical balance and then immersed in small petri dishes containing few mL 
water (preheated at 37°C in an oven). At the different time points, each sample 
was removed, blotted dry using filter paper, and weighed on the same analytical 
balance. Swelling data were evaluated as the ratio of the weight of the swollen 
sample on the initial dry weight. After three days, the prepared gelatin 
fragments were removed from the petri dishes and dried again at 70°C for at 
least 1 h. Finally, fragment mass was measured to evaluate samples weight loss. 
Results and discussion 

Table 3.8 shows a chart which summarizes the swelling experiments results.  

 15 minutes 48 h 72 h 
Swelling ratio 7.93 ± 0.52 8.51 ± 0.94 9.12 ± 0.83 

Table 3.8:  swelling ratio evolution over time of gelatin/glyceraldehyde fragments (n=3). α set for the 
statistical analysis is 0.05.  

The data show fragments mass increase over three days ≈9 times their dry 
weight. These data are broadly consistent with those experimentally measured 
by Kosmala and co-workers for 1% glyceraldehyde cross-linked gelatin/dextran 
films. They indeed have demonstrated that these films reach a 6.5 volume 
swelling ratio in two days and are subsequently stable for 5 weeks before losing 
integrity151. These last findings support moreover the statistical analysis which 
reports data of table 3.8 are not significantly different. 

Dry mass evaluation after 72h report a ≈ 40% mass loss. Thus, these data 
suggest that, albeit stable in physiological conditions, fluid can effectively erode 
the cross-linked material. Consequently, it could be reasonable suppose cross-
linked gelatin in form of shells allows a fast fluid penetration which can induce 
loaded drug diffusion from sintered μPs. Moreover, shells swelling could ideally 
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prevent DDSs displacements penalizing possible momevents from the 
predesigned positions. 

As experimentally evaluated and broadly demonstrated, gelatin rapidly 
dissolves in physiological conditions (≈ 10 minutes after immersion in water at 
37°C for our experiment) and cannot be used without a previous cross-linking 
step. 

In conclusion, the results obtained suggest the gelatin/glyceraldehyde 
microfabricated shells are adequately stable in physiological conditions and 
represent a potential candidate material for future in vivo studies of 
bioactivated composite scaffolds. 
3.7.10 Fabrication of composite multifunctional scaffolds 

PCL layers and gelatin DDSs were integrated to assembly a 3D composite 
scaffold. Specifically, sealed DDSs were carefully peeled from PDMS moulds 
under a stereomicroscope. Later, these were manually integrated in PCL layers 
using tweezers under a stereomicroscope according to predesigned 
configurations, as for instance the potential ones illustrated in the renders 
(generated using Rhinoceros) of Figure 3.30. 

Later, composite layers were assembled as previously described for the bare 
PCL layers. Scaffolds integration was finally evaluated using μ-CT as previously 
described. 
3.7.11 Characterization of composite multifunctional scaffolds 

Figure 3.31 shows two pictures of the tomographic model of a 0/90° 
composite scaffold whose middle layers were integrated according to the 
configuration shown in the right side of Figure 3.30. 

DDSs were loaded in the central pores of each of the three middle layers. 
Figure 3.31 (a) presents a low magnification picture of a virtual section of such 
a designed scaffold, specifically showing one of the composite layers. 

Figure 3.30: Simplified graphical representation for microcontainers integration in 
PCL layers circular pores. 
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There is a good match between this structure and the 0/90° structures 
previously developed. This demonstrates the same assembly process could be 
used and thus the presence of DDSs does not force to make changes to the 
stacking protocol. Figure 3.31 (b) illustrates the picture of the same layer with a 
higher magnification. The image proves once again the packing quality of μPs 
inside gelatin shells and allows to observe with greater clarity the integration 
between the two modules. The results show that major sintering errors are 
absent and PCL layers pores do not seem deformed after DDSs integration. 

Figure 3.31: μ-CT tomographic model of a composite 0/90° scaffold. (a) Virtual section of a scaffold 
middle layer. (b) Magnification of the layer centre to highlight DDSs integration. (c) Lateral virtual 

section of the scaffold centre aimed to show the integration of DDSs in middle layers. 
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Figure 3.31 (c) further supports the presented findings presenting a lateral 
picture of the 3D tomographic model showing 12 DDSs positioned inside the 
middle layers.  

An important question is related to possible applications for such a 
configuration. The finding supported by Quade and co-workers suggest the 
presented scaffolds could have great potential for in situ tissue engineering 
approaches. Fibrillated mineralized collagen was used to produce porous 
scaffolds into which several ng of VEGF were loaded in scaffold centre to 
evaluate GF release and study endothelial cells migration. The results show 
scaffolds modified with a heparin containing VEGF central depots still release 
biologically active GF after 28 days of cultivation and are capable to recruit 
endogenous cells developing the steepest VEGF gradient among all the scaffolds 
types analysed193. It could be therefore expected that similar or more promising 
findings could be shown also by the presented 3D composite scaffolds with 
controlled structural and morphological properties that have been extensively 
analysed in this dissertation. 
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Chapter 4: conclusions and future perspectives 
In this study, a bottom-up approach aimed to the fabrication of modular 

scaffolds for TE applications was introduced. 
A preliminary in silico study was carried out as first stage to evaluate a 

potential versatile scaffold design but even possible fabrication technologies to 
use and eligible materials to process. This study has suggested the fabrication 
of different PCL layers types to be assembled according to two configurations 
(0° and 0°/90°). Scaffolds layers could be eventually integrated with DDSs loaded 
in predesigned positions to later assembly composite scaffolds. 

Based on the results, it can be concluded an innovative (to the author´s best 
knowledge) magnetic embossing process allows to fabricate high thickness PCL 
layers, whose morphology and pore structure strongly resembles the CAD 
models. μ-CT tomographic models demonstrate moreover PCL layers presents 
only minor filling defects. Layers superficial topography presents a sub-micron 
roughness (30 - 40 nm) and superficial chemistry analyses prove the absence of 
PVA residues after H2O treatments (as also supported by SEM images). These 
findings suggest that magnetic embossing has great potential for manufacturing 
modules of different thermoplastic polymeric materials; for instance, the 
PLGA/nanoclays composite layers, fabricated using the “Sacrificial Layer 
Embossing” process135 and used as modules for assembling scaffolds aimed at 
stem cells differentiation studies137, might be potentially fabricated achieving 
higher thicknesses (hundreds of microns) and promoting a decrease in layers 
dimensional features mismatches. It is expected finally different 
microstructures could be fabricated using magnetic embossing opportunely 
tuning the thickness of the material film to process and the embossing 
parameters. 

The layers assembly technique allows PCL modules bonding; moreover, the 
process does not induce alterations of modules microstructures as 
demonstrated by SEM photographs and μ-CT showing structures which strongly 
resemble the CAD models. The different porosity analyses support the designed 
porosity value (≈57%), while mechanical characterizations demonstrate scaffold 
compression behaviour strictly resembles that of a porous material (as 
expected). Mechanical behaviour findings suggest moreover potential 
applications of such scaffolds - Young’s modulus (MPa) presented values are ≈ 
27 and 29 MPa - in the bone TE field. In vitro tests supported the developed 
modular approach can be used to fabricate biocompatible scaffolds and 
demonstrated a successful HUVECs adhesion on different layers and cells 
proliferation over time.  
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It has been presented also a multistep technique to produce modular DDSs. 
Gelatin shells were straightforwardly fabricated using a micromolding 
procedure as confirmed by SEM photographs. Two techniques were used to 
successfully sinter μPs loaded in shells and the same solution could be used to 
seal the VEGF loaded DDSs. SEM photographs illustrate the effective μPs (42 μm 
mean diameter) sintering (high magnification photographs) without the 
alteration of the original internal morphology. This μPs system has been 
successfully enclosed in cross-linked gelatin shells whose shape was not 
modified during the different manufacturing steps. The findings suggest that 
this approach could be applicable to manufacture modular DDSs using different 
shells material/shapes and which can potentially encapsulate active 
drugs/molecules after the exposure to solvent vapours/CO2. 

DDSs were effectively integrated in predesigned layers position, as 
demonstrated by μ-CT tomographic models. Both modules features seem not 
present deformations even after both manual handling and integration. Finally, 
it is possible to assert the illustrated example of a composite scaffold have great 
potential for applications such as vascular bone TE, as initially even indicated by 
the supporting literature. 

Anyway, further research is still required. Specifically, more tests will be 
needed to verify VEGF encapsulation efficiency in μPs; simultaneously, further 
experiments will be required to find out VEGF release profile. These analyses 
will be needed even to effectively evaluate DDSs biological activity following the 
sintering procedures.  

Moreover, further research on potential systems of automated integration is 
desirable to prove the possibility to automatically integrate bioactive DDSs 
inside PCL layers. These analyses appear fully justified to develop an improved 
bottom-up approach which can potentially enhance integration resolution 
between modules and increase scaffolds fabrication yield. 

In conclusion, more research into possible bioactive scaffold designs is still 
necessary to validate the discussed modular approach could effectively be used 
to manufacture scaffolds potentially capable to control the space and time 
presentation of bioactive cues (e.g. VEGF) and consequently govern and guide 
morphogenic and tissuegenic processes. 
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